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Abstract 

 
Organo-lead halide perovskite solar cells have sparked considerable attention as one of the most 

promising next generation solar cells. Such devices have the merits of high efficiency, low-cost 

processing, easy fabrication, and compatibility with flexible plastic substrates for large-area 

production. However, it is well known that perovskite solar cells exhibit electrical hysteresis, 

chemical instability and are difficult to scale. Overcoming these challenges will require the 

development of novel perovskite compositions, highly efficient charge transport layers and optimised 

interfaces between the electrodes, charge transport layers and the perovskites. Of these, this thesis 

focuses on the development of effective charge transporting layers and their interfaces with the 

perovskite layer. For the former, we have selectively studied the formation of compact and meso-

structured NiO and TiO2 layers as hole and electron transport layers, respectively. Under optimal 

compositions, it was found that meso-porous structures across both of these layers provided improved 

charge extraction capabilities, which enabled higher device efficiencies to be obtained. These studies 

focussed on developing conducive bottom electrode configurations for inverted and standard 

perovskite devices. To compliment these efforts, we further focussed on the top electrode through 

interface engineering of the perovskite layers using molecular additive modification of 2D 

perovskites capping layers. This strategy was found to enhance charge extraction from the perovskite 

to the hole transporting layer, passivate the defects on the perovskite surface to reduce the charge 

recombination, improve device stability and enhance device efficiencies to more than 20%. 

Collectively, the results presented in this thesis show the inter-dependent importance of structural and 

compositional control of charge transport layers and their interfaces to enable high performance 

perovskite devices. These work provide important steps forward towards realising scalable 

fabrication and high-performance of perovskite solar cells.  
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Chapter 1.  

Introduction 

 

Today’s global society faces two imminent energy issues: (i) the need to address escalating 

environmental pollution and (ii) overcoming the widespread energy poverty in developing nations.1, 

2 Fossil fuels based on coal, oil and natural gas are the dominant sources of energy today, representing 

~ 80% of the total global energy use.3, 4 However, these energy resources inherently suffer from their 

non-renewable and environmentally polluting characteristics. Emerging from progressive societal 

viewpoints concerning our environmental sustainability, the concept of sustainable human progress 

has been proposed. It is defined as “... to ensure that it (sustainable development) meets the needs of 

the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”.5 Thus, 

the urge of the challenge is underlined by limited resources and the need to change the fundamental 

energy construction on which our planet is operated on. To achieve sustainable energy development 

and environmental improvement, on the one hand, we need to develop new energy solutions that 

harness solar energy, wind energy and nuclear energy to replace fossil fuels, while on the other hand, 

we need to concurrently apply energy conservation and emission reduction innovation to existing 

infrastructure to achieve increased energy efficiency measures. While these two pathways are equally 

important, this thesis is focussed on the former by specifically looking at progressing solar cell 

technologies to ensure that our planet has reliable access to low-cost and renewable electricity.   

 

1.1 Overview of Solar Cells 

 

Solar cells are one of the most promising technologies to supersede traditional fuels that are used to 

produce electricity. This arises because, firstly, solar energy is proverbially inexhaustible. It has been 

calculated that the solar energy received on the earth surface is around 85,000 TW every year, which 

is 5000 times more than our present energy consumption.6 This number is even far more than all of 

the other sustainable energy sources (wind, tidal, geothermal etc.) combined.7 Secondly, since 

sunlight is available everywhere on our planet, it can be used to provide electricity power in remote 

and special needs area without major power losses induced by long-distance transmission. Moreover, 

with existing silicon technologies providing high reliability and  small operational and maintenance 

costs, as well as modularity, it provides a convenient and cost-effective energy solution across many 

parts of the world.8 Finally, solar cells convert light energy into electrical energy with no pollution at 
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the point of conversion. As a result, these devices create clean, renewable power from the sun without 

the generation of noise, moving parts, emissions, nor the use of fuels or water. Thus, the shift from 

fossil fuels toward such a near-infinite, ubiquitous and clean energy source promises to bring 

profound changes to people’s real life and virtually every industry. 

 

The use of solar energy is an age-old concept, but it was limited by the conversion from solar energy 

into heat energy until 1839. In that year, Becquerel discovered the photovoltaic effect when he 

inserted platinum electrodes into an ionically conductive solution containing silver halide salts that 

were exposed to light.9 This effect can be more accurately defined as the generation of a potential 

difference between two layers of semiconductor or metal under incidence of a light stream. It was 

many years after this initial discovery that, what we now term as solar cells, were first demonstrated 

at Bell Lab in 1954.10 The first solar cell used silicon as the light absorbing medium, exhibiting a 

power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 6%. Early research on solar cells mainly focused on developing 

monocrystalline silicon devices, due to its relatively mature purification process. In the 1970s, solar 

cell technologies were extended to polycrystalline and amorphous silicon devices.11, 12 The lower 

price points of these technologies enabled them to rapidly dominate the photovoltaic market share, 

with polycrystalline being the market leader today.11, 13 Through progressive developments in device 

architecture and manufacturing since that time, silicon solar cells have continued to reduce in cost 

per produced Watt, reaching current values of 0.3 USD/W,14 which is already cost competitive to 

traditional fossil fuel sources. Meanwhile, from an environmental point of view, this CO2-free 

technology is widely encouraged today because it helps alleviate the greenhouse effect. 

 

There is no doubt that silicon paved the way for the development of a global photovoltaic market. 

However, as an indirect gap semiconductor, silicon is a poor absorber of light, which limits its further 

improvement. Thus, to better use solar energy, research on new materials and fabrication process of 

next-generation solar cells is required. Among the emerging candidates, thin film solar cells using 

vapour deposited multi-component materials, such as CdTe15 and Cu-In-Ga-Se (CIGS)16 have been 

historically the most promising. Currently, 5% of the global solar cell market share is CdTe, while 

CIGS is slowly gaining traction through advances in manufacturing.17 From the 1990s, solar cell 

technologies were undergoing a third evolution due to the development of organic semiconductors 

and dyes. These new materials possessed the advantages of high light absorption coefficients and the 

potential to be processed using low cost deposition methods. More importantly, solar cells based on 

these could be made by solution processing at relatively low temperature, which simplified the 

fabrication process and paved the way for large scale fabrication.  
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Figure 1. 1 Record PCEs for different cell technologies. 

1.2 Classification of Solar Cells 

 

Solar cells fundamentally operate on the principle of efficient electron and hole creation in the 

absorbing material, then extraction of these charge carriers through the electrodes. Various types of 

device configurations can achieve these operational principles with promising PCEs (Figure 1.1). On 

this basis, photovoltaic solar cells have traditionally been categorized into three generations of 

devices, which are now described. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Record PCEs for different cell technologies.18 

 

1.2.1 First Generation Solar Cell－Silicon Solar Cells 

 

As the name indicates, the main materials in these solar cells are different types of silicon, including 

m-Si (monocrystalline silicon), poly-Si (polycrystalline silicon) and a-Si (amorphous silicon) (Figure 

1.2). The m-Si solar cell, with a current top PCE record of ~27%,19 is based on a p-n junction made 

by m-Si with high purity, which is fabricated by the tedious Czochralski process.20 In this process, 

the Si crystals are sliced from big sized ingots and recrystallized, which results in high cost (more 

than half cost of the whole solar cell devices). In contrast, the poly-Si solar cell cost much less, being 

produced by simply cooling a graphite mould filled with molten silicon. Although the highest record 

PCE based on these materials is less than that of m-Si solar cell at ~20% up to now,13, 19 the 

outstanding cost performance makes it occupy the largest market share of the global solar cell 

market.17 Noteworthy, most leading firms fabricate both m-Si and poly-Si solar cells for their panels. 

The a-Si devices use silicon that lacks long-range order of the silicon atoms in the lattice giving it a 
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Figure 1. 2 Digital photos of the three different types of solar panels. 

non-crystalline structure.11 This breaking of structural symmetry means a-Si possesses a higher 

absorption coefficient compared to crystalline silicon forms, which enables it to be successfully used 

in solar cells as a very thin layer deposited onto a backing substrate, such as metal, glass or even 

plastic. As such, a-Si devices are fundamentally different from those based on both m- and poly- Si 

materials, with many also considering a-Si to be a second-generation solar cell candidate. While 

possessing a low purity requirement, a-Si is comparatively cheaper than other silicon devices, but it 

suffers the problem of poor and unstable performance, with the highest certified record PCE of around 

10%.19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Digital photos of the three different types of solar panels.21 

 

1.2.2 Second Generation Solar Cells－Thin Film Solar Cells 

 

To lower the cost of solar cells, simplified device architectures that are based on inorganic 

semiconducting thin-film absorbers have been developed. The most successful of these have 

harnessed  CdTe and Cu(In1-xGax)Se2 (CIGS) absorbing layers.22 Notably, the maximum efficiency 

of a single-junction solar cell as a function of the absorber material band-gap can be predicted by the 

Shockley-Queisser model (Figure 3A).23 Based on this model, CdTe and CIGS materials can achieve 

high solar cell efficiencies that are comparable to Si devices. Alternative candidates, such as 

Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) have also started to emerge, however these continue to remain far less developed 

in terms of their performance.  One of the driving factors for such thin film technologies is that they 

dramatically reduce the material needs by thinning the absorbing layers compared to silicon. As is 

seen in Figure 1.3B, this is enabled by major gains in absorption coefficients across these thin-film 
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Figure 1. 3 

Optoelectrical 

Properties of 

Various Materials 

for Solar absorbers. 

candidates.24 As a result, thin-film solar cells have absorbing layers of ~0.5 to 5 µm in thickness, 

while crystalline silicon devices require silicon with 100’s µm in thickness.  

 

 

Figure 1.3 Optoelectrical properties of various materials for solar absorbers.24 

 

CdTe Solar Cells 

 

CdTe solar cells are the only commercially competitive technology to silicon on the market place 

today.17 These devices are fabricated using a fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) electrode on glass with 

an n-type CdS layer. The CdTe layer is vacuum deposited onto these substrates through a process 

called close-space sublimation, then re-crystallised in the presence of CdCl2 to induce favourable 

doping and interfacial alloying. The back contact is typically a p-ZnTe or p-CuTe layer with a carbon 

electrode (Figure 1.4A). Record device efficiencies are now at >22%, with First Solar being the 

commercial supplier of these.25 Notably,  because Cd is toxic and, as a result, highly regulated, and 

Te is elementally scarce in terms of abundance, the viability of CdTe as a scalable photovoltaic 

technology in the future remains under question.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.4 Schematic cross section of CdTe (A), GIGS (B) and GaAs (C) thin film solar cells.22 
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CIGS Solar Cells 

 

CIGS is a promising technology as a non-toxic alternative to CdTe solar cell. CIGS is a direct-gap 

semiconductor with a tuneable bandgap across 1.04 to 1.67 eV and has high absorption coefficients 

across the visible (>105 cm-1). Through gradual bulk and interfacial optimisation, record PCEs for 

CIGS solar cells are already at >23%, with steady progress in recent years being demonstrated.17 

CIGS solar cells are fabricated on soda lime glass with a molybdenum metal electrode. This contacts 

the p-type Cu(InGa)Se2 which has an n-type CdS buffer layer, an intrinsic zinc oxide layer an n-type 

ZnO:Al, an anti-reflective film and finally a metal gate electrode (Figure 1.4B). This technology is 

highly promising in terms of efficiency, but its complex deposition process and the use of indium 

place major scaling restrictions in going forward.24 

 

GaAs Solar Cells 

 

GaAs solar cells were first demonstrated by IBM using a AlGaAs/GaAs device architecture that 

achieved 18–20% efficiency in 1972.26 These devices have now emerged with world record 

efficiencies across all single-junction solar cells at a value of  28.8%.19 However, GaAs is an 

expensive solar cell technology. While they use thin films of GaAs material, this is typically deposited 

onto a GaAs wafer and then delaminated from the wafer, which is reused (Figure 1.4C). This creates 

major disadvantages in terms of processing times and scalability, both of which increase their cost.27 

Given their high efficiency and high costs, GaAs solar cells are widely used in aerospace and military 

applications, where high efficiency is desirable and cost is not a limiting constraint. 

 

1.2.3 Third Generation Solar Cells－New Concept Solar Cells 

 
 

The Carnot limit of sunlight conversion to electricity yields a theoretical efficiency of 95%, which is 

almost three times the theoretical upper limit for a single junction standard solar cell.28 Going beyond 

the existing Shockley–Queisser limit is one of the key focal point for third generation devices. 

Enhancing the practical application of solar cells beyond those offered by traditional solar cells 

through novel functionality creates the second focal point. Finally, developing ultra-low cost solar 

cells is other underlying focal point of these device types. Towards achieving these goals, 

investigations into new material and device configuration have yielded major advances towards 

developing high-efficiency third generation solar cells. These have largely been in quantum dots solar 

cells (QDSCs), organic solar cells (OSCs), dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and perovskite solar 
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cells (PSCs). A common link across all these technologies is their ability to be processed through 

scalable printing or simple thermal evaporation approaches.   

 

 

Figure 1.5 Schematic cross section of QDSCs (A),29 OSCs (B)30 and DSSCs (C).31 

 

Quantum Dot Solar Cells 

 

Quantum dots (QDs) are nanoparticles with a size that is smaller than their excitonic Bohr radius. 

Due to quantum confinement, they exhibit size-tuneable absorption and fluorescence properties. 

Typically, QDs are synthesised by wet-chemistry methods, which requires the use of long aliphatic 

chained stabilising ligands to achieve colloidal stability. A key challenge for QDs is that these ligands 

need to be displaced to successfully harness them within optoelectronic applications. As such, while 

bandgap tuneability makes QD solar cells appealing to more effectively harness sunlight,29 gentle 

sintering to grow these particles is typically found to yield devices with much higher efficiencies.32 

Operationally, such materials are incorporated into solar cell architectures that mimic those of 

conventional thin-film device geometries (Figure 1.5A). A record PCE for such devices of 16.6% 

has been achieved by Wang’s group from the University of Queensland based on metal halide 

perovskites.33 Such perovskite QDs have been reported to possess better phase stability compared 

with their bulk counterparts, providing a strategy for improving the lifetime of perovskite solar cells.34 

In comparison to bulk perovskite films (vide infra) and other types of inorganic semiconductors, the 

ubiquitously lower PCE values of equivalent materials in nanocrystalline versus those in bulk forms 

raise question on the comparative viability of QDs and, more generally, nanocrystalline based solar 

cells to their bulk counterparts. 

 

Organic Solar Cells  

 

OSCs are a type of photovoltaic device that use organic semiconductors. Most of these are based on 

semiconducting polymers, for which Heeger, MacDiarmid and Shirakawa won the 2000 Nobel Prize 
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in Chemistry. Typically, high performance OSCs use a combination of a nanoscale blend of polymer 

donor and a fullerene or non-fullerene acceptor as the absorbing layer, named bulk heterojunction, 

which is sandwiched between two electrodes (Figure 1.5B).35 The energetic difference between the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 

of the acceptors and donors induces exciton dissociation. Subsequent conduction of these isolated 

electrons and holes through the acceptor and donor materials, respectively, and their collection at the 

electrodes produces the electrical current. Since organic materials can be structurally highly flexible, 

organic solar cells pave the way to the promise of flexible solar cells, including those integrated within 

textiles and fabrics.36 Over the past 25 years, tremendous efforts in OSCs have seen myriad new 

materials and device architecture being developed to yield devices that now reach record PCE of 

16.4%.30 The development of new materials, particularly acceptors, that reduce the intrinsic voltage 

losses across the donor-acceptor heterojunction remains one of the biggest current challenges for 

these devices.  

Beyond efficiency, achieving high stability has been another key problem that has hindered the 

application of OSCs. The instability of devices mainly results from simultaneous diffusion of oxygen 

and water into the OSCs.37 Oxygen takes part in the various photo-oxidation reactions of active 

materials and enhances their hole concentration, which results in an increase of traps in the active 

layer.38, 39 Meanwhile, water leads to phase separation and decreases the donor/acceptor interfaces, 

which is harmful to exciton dissociation in the active layer.39 Although these drawbacks can be 

alleviate by encapsulation technology,40 stable active materials have to be explored to resolve the 

stability issue at a fundamental level.   

 

Dye-Sensitised Solar Cells  

 

DSSCs are also named Grätzel solar cells because they were first reported by the group of Michael 

Grätzel in 1991.41 These devices consist of four basic components: (i) a semiconductor electrode (n-

type TiO2 and p-type NiO) deposited on FTO; (ii) a dye sensitizer; (iii) a liquid or solid-state redox 

mediator; and (iv) a counter electrode (carbon or Pt) deposited on FTO (Figure 1.5C). These devices 

operate through light absorption in the sensitiser, which then acts to inject a charge into the sensitized 

semiconductor and undergo a neutralising redox reaction with the redox couple. Charge balance is 

maintained through a counter electrode redox process. The semi-transparent nature of DSSCs was a 

major driver for this technology, largely due to its potential application in building-integrated 

photovoltaics (BIPV), as shown in Figure 1.6. While offering the promise of low-cost production, 

the PCE of DSSCs has reached an upper limit of only 13% after nearly 30 years of intense research.42 
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Figure 1.6 The striking coloured DSSC 

used as BIPV facade of the Palais des 

Congrès in Montreal. 

Beyond limited efficiency, the use of liquid electrolytes in these devices has caused major scaling 

and operation problems. While solid electrolytes have been investigated, such devices still have 

suffered from high degradation during continued operation.43 The development of higher-efficiency 

and solid-state perovskite solar cells has seen many of the leading DSSC groups transition away from 

this type of device architecture over the past 10 years.44  

 

 

Figure 1.6 The striking coloured DSSC used as BIPV facade of the Palais des Congrès in Montreal.45 

 

Perovskite Solar Cells  

 

With modest origins as a failed sensitiser for DSSC,44 metal halide perovskites have over the past 

decade become the hottest solar cell material candidate in the world. Such perovskites have the 

chemical form A(1+)B(2+)X(1−)
3, where A represents large monovalent cations (e.g. CH3NH4

+, 

HC(NH2)2
+ or Cs+), B are large divalent metal ions (e.g. Pb2+ or Sn2+) and C being a monovalent 

halide anion (e.g. Cl−, Br−, I−). Their first true promise as solar cell candidates arose when the Snaith 

and Miyasaka groups collaborated to place methyl ammonium lead iodide between FTO/(n-)TiO2 

and (p-)spiro-OMeTAD/Au to develop a solid-state “superstrate” PSC configuration, which achieved 

a PCE of 9.7%.46 Tremendous research efforts into perovskites have since ensued, which have yielded 

certified PCEs of 25.2%.19 This degree of success can be ascribed directly to their composition-

dependent tuneable and direct optical bandgaps, large light absorption coefficients, high carrier 

mobilities and long carrier diffusion lengths.47 Despite these successes in increasing PCE, the 

instability of current metal halide perovskites towards moisture and the toxicity from Pb2+ or Sn2+ 

place significant uncertainty on the future viability of metal halides perovskites commercially.48 

Significant research efforts are currently underway into the development of novel lead and lead-free 
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perovskite compositions, with various stabilisation mechanisms, to reduce the extent of these two 

factors.49, 50 Equally important is the synergistic role of the charge transport layers and the associated 

interfaces towards enabling efficient charge extraction, reducing interfacial recombination and 

enhancing intrinsic and environmental stability factors. These form the key thematic areas that are 

explored in this thesis.  

 

1.3 Working Principles of Solar Cells 

 

1.3.1 Fundamental Principle of Solar Cells: 

 

A solar cell is a device that converts optical energy to electric energy through the photovoltaic effect. 

This can be understood based on four stages of operation (Figure 1.7). To demonstrate this concept, 

we will use an n-i-p thin film solar cell architecture due to its functional relevance to perovskite solar 

cells, which are the focus of this thesis.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.7 Schematic of working principle of solar cells. 

 

(i) Generation of light-induced carriers. In an ideal semiconductor, the valence band maximum 

(VBM) is the highest range of electron energies in which electrons are normally present at absolute 
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zero temperature and the conduction band minimum (CBM) is the lowest range of vacant electronic 

states. There is a bandgap between these, Eg=ECBM-EVBM, where limited electronic states exist. When 

a material absorbs incident photons, the incident photon energy causes an excitation of electrons from 

EVBM to ECBM. The electron can only jump when the incident energy is higher than Eg. The excited 

electron leaves a hole in EVB, which is physically treated as a positive charge. Thus, photoexcitation 

in the simplest sense create electrons and holes in a material following absorption. At low 

temperatures, the Coulomb interaction between these forms exciton states, while at room temperature, 

the thermal energy is typically sufficient to ionise these largely into free photo-induced carriers. 

 

 (ii) Separation and transport of light-generated carriers. In isolated semiconductors, the 

generated electrons and holes will ultimately recombine through the release of photons or lattice 

vibrations (i.e. heat). To minimise these recombination processes, solar cells use electric field 

gradients generated through doping (i.e. p-n junction) or through charge selective heterojunctions (i.e. 

n-i-p thin film configurations) to create an electric field across the light absorbing layer to transport 

the charges away from each other. For the latter, these charge selective layers are known as charge 

transport layers, although ideally, they also provide selective charge blocking properties of the 

counter charged carrier. For charges to be successfully collected it is a fundamental requirement that 

the lifetime of the charge carriers is longer than the charge extraction time. The charge extraction rate 

(kex) in a device is approximated as:51 

𝑘𝑒𝑥 =
2𝜇𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝐿2                                                                                                                           (1.1) 

where L is the active layer’s thickness, µ is charge mobility and Vint is the internal voltage developed 

across the absorber layer. Notably, this is an approximate equation to calculate kex value as it is 

confined in a simplified situation: (I) the device possesses a uniform absorption across the active layer 

and constant electron and hole mobility; (II) the active layer is thinner than 300 nm, so that including 

an optical profile in the modelling of the device does not significantly change the results; and (III) on 

average, electrons have to travel half the active layer thickness to reach the cathode. For n-i-p 

structures, the latter is approximated as the difference in the Fermi energy of the electron and hole 

charge transport layers, although they are fundamentally limited to the difference is quasi-Fermi 

energy splitting between the valence and conduction bands. It is evident that high charge mobilities 

or large electric field strengths are key parameters to permit this condition in the general sense. With 

the electric field strength being equivalent to the voltage difference across the device, V, divided by 

the L of the absorbing layer, it is evident that maximising voltage and minimising thickness will 

induce a higher electric field strength. 
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Notably, charge transport in solar cells arises from both drift and diffusion processes, with the latter 

being dominant when devices are operating under nearly zero-field conditions, i.e. close to the open 

circuit voltage. As such, in addition to high charge mobility, it is equally important to have large 

charge diffusion coefficients in good solar cell material candidates. 

  

(iii) Charge extraction of photocarriers. Charges that reach the selective interfaces in the solar cells 

need to be efficiently transported through these layers into the electrodes. As such, interfaces need to 

be engineered to reduce interfacial trap states.52 In addition, the overall resistance contribution for 

charges being transported across the individual layers needs to be minimised.53 This is achieved by 

balancing the thickness of these layers relative to their layer resistivities. Given that typical layers 

have resistivity values of > 200 Ohm cm, thicknesses of 10 – 500 nm for such layers are typical, with 

lower thicknesses being needed for more poorly conducting transport layers.54, 55  

 

(iv) Charge collection of photocarriers. To realise electrical power, an external circuit is established 

to collect these carriers by minimising any resistance contributions arising from the electrodes and 

electrical wiring connections across the circuit. As is typical in a photochemical cell, the electrons 

flow through the electrical circuit from the anode to the cathode, with holes flowing in the opposite 

direction.  

 

1.3.2 Device Characterization of Solar Cells: 

 

The equivalent circuit model of solar cells is shown in Figure 1.8, where Jph is the photo generated 

current density, Rs is the series resistance arising from contact resistances between different layers 

and electrodes, and Rsh is the shunt resistance from the current leakage. J0 is the dark saturation current 

density of the solar cell.  

 
 

Figure 1.8 Equivalent circuit for practical solar cells. 
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When a solar cell is measured in the electrical network under dark condition, the net current density 

flowing through the load under applied voltage J(Va) is determined as: 

𝐽(𝑉𝑎) = 𝐽𝑟𝑒𝑐(𝑉𝑎) − 𝐽𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑉𝑎)                                                                                                 (1.2)                                                                                           

where Jrec is the recombination current resulting from the recombination of diffusing minority carriers 

with the majority carriers, and is dependent to the applied voltage:  

𝐽rec(𝑉𝑎) = 𝐽rec(𝑉𝑎 = 0) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(
𝑒𝑉𝑎

𝑘𝑇
)                                                                                         (1.3)                                  

Jgen is the thermal generation current density that is caused by the drift of minority carriers, and is 

almost independent of the potential barrier across the junction and is determined by the availability 

of the thermally-generated minority carriers: 

𝐽gen(𝑉𝑎) ≈ 𝐽gen(𝑉𝑎 = 0)                                                                                                                       (1.4)                                                                                                        

When there is no applied voltage: 

𝐽(𝑉𝑎 = 0) = 𝐽𝑟𝑒𝑐(𝑉𝑎 = 0) − 𝐽𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑉𝑎 = 0) = 0                                                                    (1.5) 

Thus, the external current density can be expressed as: 

 𝐽(𝑉𝑎) = 𝐽𝑟𝑒𝑐(𝑉𝑎) − 𝐽𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑉𝑎) = 𝐽0 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑞𝑉𝑎

𝑘𝑇
) − 1]                                                                  (1.6) 

Where J0 is the dark saturated current density that is given by: 

𝐽0 = 𝐽𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑉𝑎 = 0)                                                                                                                      (1.7) 

On the other hand, the dark saturated current density J0 of the solar cell is expressed as: 

𝐽0=e𝑛𝑖
2(

𝐷𝑁

𝐿𝑁𝑁𝐴
+

𝐷𝑃

𝐿𝑃𝑁𝐷
)                                                                                                                  (1.8) 

DN and DP are the electron and hole diffusion coefficients, respectively. LN and LP are minority-carrier 

diffusion length for electrons in a p-type material and for holes in an n-type material, especially. ND 

and NA are the concentration of donor and acceptor atoms, respectively.  

 

Under illumination, Jph is related to the generation rate, the minority-carrier-diffusion length: 

𝐽𝑝ℎ=e𝐺(𝐿𝑛 + 𝐿𝑝)                                                                                                                          (1.9) 

In this case, the net current is the sum of the photo- and thermal generation currents and the 

recombination current. 

𝐽(𝑉𝑎) = 𝐽0 [𝑒𝑥𝑝(
𝑒𝑉𝑎

𝑛𝑘𝑇
) − 1] − 𝐽ph                                                                                                     (1.10) 
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It should be noted that in practical solar cells, the dark diode current does not obey the Boltzmann 

approximation, so the Boltzmann factor used should be modified by an ideality factor n. The ideality 

factor is a measure of the junction quality and the type of recombination in a solar cell. n=1 represents 

that the carrier recombination in the depletion region is zero (or negligible) and a diffusion current is 

dominant in the device, while strong bimolecular recombination in the bulk or interface is represented 

by values of n=2 or higher. In practice, an ideally factor of between 1 and 2 is observed.  

 

J-V Curve: 

The performance of solar cells can be characterised by the measurement of the current density (J) as 

a function of the variable bias voltage (V) under light irradiation, which is named the J-V curve. A 

representative J-V curve is shown in Figure 1.9. Below, we discuss each of the main components 

that enable the J-V curve to be used to assess solar cell performance. Notably, in this figure we show 

the current density in the positive quadrant as a way of convention. As is seen from Equation 1.2, 

strictly speaking the photocurrent is negative in sign. 

 
Figure 1.9 Typical J-V characteristics for dark and light current in 

a solar cell illustrating the important parameters for such devices.  

 

Short-circuit Current Density: 

The short-circuit current density (Jsc) is the photocurrent of a solar cell when the voltage is zero. As 

seen from Equation 1.9, the photocurrent depends strongly on the charge generation rate and the 

carrier diffusion lengths. Evidently, the generation rate is directly related to the overlap of the 

absorption profile and the incident light spectrum, as well as the photon flux incident on the solar 

cell. To realise photocurrent, the transported carriers also have to be collected at the electrodes, which 

necessitates low recombination rates compared to the extraction dynamics.  
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Open-circuit Voltage: 

The open-circuit voltage (Voc) is the voltage at which a solar cell delivers zero photocurrent. In 

general, this value is related to the splitting of electron and hole quasi-Fermi energy levels actuated 

by light illumination and is directly related to the electrical bandgap of an absorbed material. Under 

open circuit conditions, from the modified Shockley equation, Voc can be approximated as: 

𝑉𝑜𝑐 =
𝑛𝑘𝑇

𝑒
𝑙𝑛(

𝐽𝑠𝑐

𝐽0
+ 1)                                                                                                                 (1.11) 

As J0 depends on recombination in the solar cell, the Voc is a comparative measure of recombination 

in the device relative to the radiative bandgap of an absorbing material.56 For solar cells with the same 

absorber, the Voc is mainly determined by the amount of interface charge recombination, the 

electronic nature of trap states and incident light intensity. 

 

Fill Factor: 

The fill factor (FF) is the ratio of the maximum obtainable power (Pmax) per unit working area (the 

product of Jmp and Vmp) to the product of Voc and Jsc in Figure 1.9.  

𝐹𝐹 =
𝐽𝑚𝑝𝑉𝑚𝑝

𝐽𝑠𝑐𝑉𝑜𝑐
                                                                                                                       (1.12)     

The FF characterizes the shape of J–V curves and represents how “difficult” or how “easy” the photo-

generated carriers can be extracted out of a photovoltaic device. It can be influenced by many factors 

that interplay with each other intricately, but the main influence factors on FF are the Rs and Rsh and 

the intrinsic properties of the diode materials, such as the charge mobility, exciton dissocation and 

interfacial and bulk recombination (Figure 1.10). The Rs and the Rsh show the effects on the shape of 

J–V curve around Voc and Jsc, respectively. The properties of the diode determine the curvature of the 

J–V curve around the maximum power point.57 For example, charge accumulation in devices (in 

active layers or relative interfaces) can lead to S-shape J-V curve due to the formation of redistribution 

of internal electric fields. Thus, in fabrication of solar cells, factors such as contact resistance, current 

leakage, charge transport, interface quality, crystallinity and composition of materials all need to be 

considered to realize high FFs.    
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Figure 1.10 J-V curves with different FFs, which are influenced by Rs, Rsh and diode properties. 

 

Power Conversion Efficiency 

The PCE is calculated as the ratio between the maximal generated power and the incident power from 

the light source. Based on the above equations, it can be readily shown that this simply equated to:  

PCE=
𝐽sc𝑉𝑜𝑐𝐹𝐹

𝑃𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟
                                                                                                                         (1.13) 

The certified PCE is measured by standard condition as follow: 

(I) Air mass 1.5 spectrum (AM1.5) for terrestrial cells and Air Mass 0 (AM0) for space cells. 

(II) Intensity of 100 mW cm-2 (1 kW m-2, also known as one-sun of illumination) 

(III) Cell temperature of 25 ℃. 

(IV) Four-point probe to remove the effect of probe/cell contact resistance 

 

 

1.4 Perovskite Solar Cells 

 

1.4.1 Structure of Perovskite  

 

Perovskites form a group of materials with the crystal structure similar to naturally occurring CaTiO3, 

which was discovered in metamorphic rocks from the Ural Mountains by Gustav Rose in 1839,58 and 

then named by L.A.Perovski. In later years, it was found that perovskite compounds commonly exist 

in undersaturated alkaline rocks, and increasingly paid attention to these materials due to their unique 

properties of thermoelectricity, dielectricity, and semi-conduct nature.59 The typical structural 

formula of perovskite is ABX3 where A are 1+ ions, B are 2+ or 4+ metal cations and X can be O, C, 

N or halides anion. The perovskite structure is symmetric, where X-anions hold the octahedral corner 

coordinates, while B‐cations hold the octahedral holes in the 3‐D structure, as shown in Figure 1.11. 

Idealised perovskites are generally cubic crystals. The B-cation and the adjacent 6 X-anions form a 
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network of corner-sharing BX6
- octahedra, and the A-cation is selected to neutralize the total charge 

and form a cuboctahedron with the adjacent 12 X anions.  

 
Figure 1.11 The basic ABX3 perovskite structure. 

 

The size of the elements in perovskites requires certain conditions to stabilize the structure. At the 

most basic level, the Goldschmidt tolerance factor, t, provides this gauging as defined from the 

relation:60  

（𝑅𝐴 + 𝑅𝑋） = 𝑡√2(𝑅𝐵 + 𝑅𝑋)                                                                                                                    (1.14)  

where RA, RB, and RX are the ionic radius of the corresponding A, B and X elements, respectively. 

By changing these radii, the t can be varied, but only in a restrict range of values around unity to have 

a stable, even distorted, three-dimensional perovskite structure  (t = 1 corresponds to a perfectly 

packed perovskite, and 0.9 < t < 1.0 supports a cubic perovskite).61 Generally, B is a metal ion in the 

form of Cu, Ti, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Cr, Pd, Cd, Ge, Sn, Pb, Eu, Yb etc., and is smaller than A, which is 

typically Ca, K, Na, Sr, Cs, some rare earth metals or some organic molecules, such as (CH3-NH3
+, 

NH2-CH=NH2
+).62 

 

When A represents organic ions, such perovskite compounds are named hybrid organo-metal 

perovskite. Organic compounds, which typically interact through weaker interactions (van der Waals 

or hydrogen bonding), offer the potential of high luminescence efficiency, large polarizability, plastic 

mechanical properties, and in some case exhibit conducting properties.63 In these perovskite 

compounds, if the A is too small, an orthorhombic phase or tetragonal phase is observed, while if it 

is too large, a 2-D structure is typical. (RNH3)2An-1BnX3n+1 is used to summarize the dimension of 

perovskite, where n=1 corresponds pure 2D perovskite structure, and n→∞ represents the 3D 

perovskite structure. In contrast to 3D halide perovskites, 2D halide perovskites are well known to be 
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more resistant to humidity when hydrophobic alkylamines are used in their layered structures. 

However, they are poor light absorbers due to their higher bandgaps, poor carrier mobilities, and low 

absorption coefficients. Thus, mixed dimensional perovskites, so-called quasi-2D perovskites, have 

been developed to improve the performance of solar cells as they combine the excellent air stability 

of 2D perovskites with the enhanced electronic properties of 3D perovskites.64 

 

1.4.2 Configurations of Perovskite Solar Cells. 

 

The device structures of PSCs can be broadly categorized into either mesoscopic or planar geometries 

within conventional or inverted configurations, as Figure 1.12 shows. Conventional configuration 

PSCs consist of a transparent bottom electrode made of a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) for 

electron collection, an n-type electron transporting layer (ETL), a perovskite photoactive layer, an 

upper p-type hole transporting layer (HTL) that extracts holes, and a top metal electrode for hole 

collection. For the inverted configuration, hole and electron transporting layers are swapped relative 

to each other and the role of the transparent bottom electrode and top metal electrode are reversed. 

Within each of these classes of device, mesoporous architectures are those where a metal oxide 

mesoporous scaffold is introduced within the perovskite layer, while when the scaffold is absent the 

devices are termed planar PSCs.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.12 Device structures of (A) conventional mesoporous, (B) 

conventional planar, (C) inverted mesoporous and (D) inverted planar 

perovskite solar cells.65 
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The structural differences across the different PSC devices present fundamental variations to their 

processing limits. If the underlying substrate is glass, then the processing ceiling temperature for the 

bottom HTL is limited by the TCO and glass layer limits. This is typically 400 °C for ITO/glass and 

500 °C for FTO/glass.66, 67 Lower temperature limits exist for flexible solar cells deposited on plastic 

substrates, such as Poly (ethylene terephthalate) (PET). Meanwhile, for layers deposited on the 

perovskite, these present ceiling temperatures that vary with the perovskite formulations. To gauge 

this trend, the processing temperature for MAPbI3,68 FAPbI3,69 and CsPbI3
70 are 100 ℃, 175 ℃ and 

210 ℃, respectively. Evidently, these create the necessity for low-temperature processing of the top 

layers. This fundamentally restricts the type of charge transporting layer (CTL) and electrode that can 

be used. 

 

Across the different device structures, CTLs establish the work function at the interfaces to maximise 

the built-in electric field across the device, reduce the recombination of electrons and holes, and 

improve the stability of the perovskite layer. For many high-performance PSCs, their configuration 

consists a mesoporous layer (typically TiO2) that is infiltrated by a perovskite precursor solution 

before annealing to form solid a perovskite film. This not only facilitates the collection and 

transportation of charges from within the photoactive layer to guarantee high Voc and Jsc, as well as 

low hysteresis,71 but also improves the device FF by eliminating capacitive charges.72 Each of these 

factors makes the investigation of materials and methodology, as well as relative interface 

engineering of CTLs, of paramount importance towards developing high efficiency perovskite solar 

cells.  

 

1.4.3 Charge Transporting Layers   

 

Despite promising PCEs, PSCs exhibit problems involving the stability,73 as well as reproducibility 

and scalability,74 which hinder their progress to commercial arenas. To a large part, these issues can 

be isolated to the underlying perovskite layer, but cannot be decoupled from the charge transport 

layers and their interfaces with the perovskite layer itself. Therefore, exploration of device 

architectures that use alternative semiconductors is of great importance towards achieving high-

performance and stable PSCs in going forward.   
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Figure 1.13 Schematic diagrams of potential energy level alignments at 

perovskite/HTM contacts when the ETL is correctly aligned.75  

 

One of the most important factors to consider for a CTL is their energy alignment in PSC architecture. 

The energy alignment between the charge transport layer and the perovskite layer determines the 

energetic feasibility for charge transfer across their interface. To schematically demonstrate this, we 

take configurations of the perovskite layer sandwiched between a correctly aligned ETL and various 

HTLs as examples here to explain the charge transfer at perovskite and HTL interface in Figure 1.13, 

where figures from (A) to (D) demonstrate staggered heterointerface between an HTL with higher 

HOMO than the VBM of perovskite layer, straddling heterointerface between an HTL with higher 

HOMO than the VBM of perovskite layer, staggered-gap heterointerface between an HTL with lower 

HOMO than the VBM of perovskite layer and straddling heterointerface between an HTL with lower 

HOMO than the VBM of perovskite layer, respectively. Here we assume that the HTL has good hole 

charge transport properties compared to the electron. Critical to the successful charge transfer of a 

hole from the perovskite to the HTL is an energetically staggered heterojunction interface (Figure 

1.13A).  Under this condition, an electronic barrier exists to prevent electron transfer, which renders 

the layer also an electron blocking layer. For a straddling-gap heterojunction interface (Figure 1.13B) 

both electron and hole transfer are permitted. As a result, electron-hole recombination in the charge 

transport layer will occur to reduce the achievable photocurrent and voltage. For HTLs with a deep-

lying bandgap configuration level relative to the perovskite (Figure 1.13C), the energy barrier for 

hole extraction results in hole accumulation in perovskite and the conducive energy alignment for 

electron transfer. However, with the p-type HTL (typically) exhibiting relatively poor electron 

transport properties, electrons injected into the HTL rapidly recombine with the accumulated holes at 

the perovskite/HTL interface. Finally, when a large bandgap charge transport layer is energetically 
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misaligned to exhibit energetic barriers for both electrons and holes (Figure 1.13D), this layer can be 

considered as a purely dielectric resistor, which is not conducive for extraction of either carrier from 

the perovskite.65 Thus, appropriate energy levels of CTLs is the key to achieve high PCE PSCs. 

Figure 1.14 summarizes the typical charge transporting materials (CTMs) with appropriate energy 

levels.76-89  

 

 

Figure 1.14 Summarized energy level diagram of typical ETMs and 

HTMs. Energy levels of two perovskites in our work in this thesis are 

also shown in this diagram. 

 

Electron Transporting Materials  
 

Myriad n-type electron transporting materials (ETMs) have been investigated for use in conventional  

PSCs, with TiO2,68 SnO2,79 and ZnO81 being the most common. Across these, TiO2 is the most widely 

used ETM due to its high chemical stability, large optical bandgap of 3.2 eV and appropriate 

conduction band energy of -4.2 eV vs. vacuum for minimizing voltage losses. Its successful use has 

been demonstrated across all high efficiency planar,90, 91 meso-porous 46, 92, 93 and sensitized 94 PSC 

architectures. Moreover, TiO2 deposition has been demonstrated using spin coating,92, 95 atomic-layer 

deposition,96, 97 spray pyrolysis,93, 98, 99 electrodeposition,100, 101 sputtering 102 and thermal 

oxidation.103, 104 Among these, spray deposition is the most commonly employed approach owing to 

its simplicity, although uniformity and reproducibility remain as issues for the commonly used air-
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brush spray approach. In Chapter 4, we introduce an ultrasonic spray pyrolysis protocol for TiO2 

compact layers that overcomes these challenges, paving the way for the fabrication of large area ETLs 

suitable for PSCs.  

 

However, TiO2 suffers from the problem of low electron mobility (~ 1 cm2 V-1 S-1), which limits the 

extraction of electrons from the perovskite within solar cell devices.105 In addition, in the view of low 

temperature fabrication process, crystallization of TiO2 at a low temperature is difficult. This has 

promoted the exploration of other n-type semi-conductors as ETMs. SnO2 and ZnO have emerged as 

promising candidates to replace TiO2 in perovskite solar cells due to their higher electron mobility 

(>200 cm2 V-1 S-1).105 However, it was quickly realised that the electrochemical instability exists 

between ZnO and perovskite layers,106 which has resulted in SnO2 being the most preferred TiO2 

alternative ETM in recent years.107 This has arisen because SnO2 possesses better optical and electric 

properties, and stability than the traditional TiO2.107 In addition, owing to its low temperature 

processability, it is a more versatile ETM, having also been successfully used in tandem solar cells.108 

 

Compared with inorganic ETMs, as discussed above, organic ETMs are more promising in terms of 

tailored structure, solubility engineering and flexibility.109 However, such ETMs routinely possess 

poor electronic mobility (~10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1) and low conductivities, making them usable only as very 

thin layers.110 In inverted PSCs, the ETL plays a critical role in achieving high device stability because 

it provides a protection role to the underlying perovskite layer. The ETL on top of perovskite layers 

are normally solution-processed or evaporated fullerene-based materials with buffer layers such as 

bathocuproine (BCP), 111 poly [9,9-bis(30-(N,N-dimethylamino)propyl)-2,7-fluorene-alt-2,7-(9,9-

dioctylfluorene)] (PFN),112 and LiF.82 These layers should ideally help to chemically protect the 

perovskite layer, but also help to form ohmic contacts with the metal electrode. However, fullerene 

derivatives, such as PCBM, have been shown to lead to degradation of hybrid perovskite films, 

possibly because (i) they tend to absorb water and oxygen in ambient conditions, with perovskites 

being particularly susceptible to moisture, and (ii) they form discontinuous layers on perovskite films, 

which is insufficient to provide protection during the deposition of the top metal electrode and/or 

further exposure to the ambient environment.113  

 

To combat these issues, n-type inorganic semiconductors that are chemically stable, possess a 

controllable morphology and can be deposited at low-temperatures have been explored to replace 

fullerene derivatives in inverted devices. Unlike sol-gel made ZnO or spray pyrolysis made TiO2 in 

conventional PSCs, both of which are prepared on chemically and temperature stable doped oxide 
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electrodes, the deposition of ETLs should avoid destroying the underlying perovskite layer and form 

a continuous film. Thus, homogeneous nanoparticle inks with volatile solvent that cannot dissolve 

the underlying perovskite film have been introduced to replace C60 derivatives in inverted devices. 

For example, Yang’s group firstly spin-coated ready-made ZnO nanoparticles on top of perovskite 

layer as ETL and fabricated an organic-free inverted PSC with a PCE of 14.6 ± 1.5%.113 Through the 

replacement of PCBM with ZnO in an ITO/PEDOT: PSS/perovskite/ZnO/Al device structure, the 

stability was well improved, preserving 90% of the initial PCE for 2 months. 113 Very recently, Zhu 

et al. exploited SnO2 nanocrystals to serve as ETLs in inverted PSCs, with SnO2 showing higher 

mobility, wider bandgap and lower trap density compared with ZnO and TiO2.114 A high PCE of 

18.8% was achieved and the device retained over 90% of its initial PCE in a moist environment for 

30 days. Compared with the typical PEDOT:PSS (HTL)/PCBM (ETL) configuration, which show 

PCEs of ~12% and totally degrade in 10 days, the inorganic ETLs are particularly important to 

simultaneously improve the performance and the stability of the devices. Small molecules such as 

diketopyrrolopyrrole-based molecules115 and polymers such as naphthalene diimide (NDI)‐based 

polymer116 have been reported, but their device PCEs remain comparatively poor. 

 

Another strategy to stabilize the ETL is to partially introduce an inorganic n-type semiconductor layer 

on fullerene derivatives. For example, Chen et al. introduced a thin layer of Nb doped TiOx between 

PCBM and Ag top electrode by hydrolysis and condensation of titanium alkoxides with 5% Nb 

precursor at low temperature, where the n-doping of Nb dramatically improved the conductivity of 

amorphous TiOx by orders of magnitude.117 The inorganic buffer layer boosted the device PCE from 

10.2% (without buffer layer) to 18.3% (with Ti(Nb)Ox layer) and protected the device from 

degradation for 7 days with 95% performance of its initial PCE. Although advantageous, such 

approaches do require hydrolysis steps, which can be detrimental to the underlying perovskite layers. 

Developing non-hydrolytic approaches towards such approaches would provide a feasible way to 

overcome this challenge. 

 

Hole Transporting Materials: 
 

In comparison to ETLs, fewer hole transporting material (HTM) candidates exist, particularly for 

depositing on top of the perovskite layer for which processing ceiling temperatures create challenges. 

Most of the HTMs used in PSCs are organic molecules owing to their milder processing conditions 

compatible with perovskites. Spiro-OMeTAD and its derivatives are one of the best candidates for 

high-performance conventional PSCs.79, 118 However, pristine Spiro-OMeTAD suffers from low hole 

mobility (~10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1), which leads to poor hole transport in devices.119, 120 While offering doped 
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conductivities of > 103 S/cm and appropriate electronic structure, the use of hygroscopic dopants (Li-

TFSI) makes these materials highly unstable under long term use.120 As such, the quest for fabricating 

high-efficiency Spiro-OMeTAD-free devices has been a long-standing issue. These efforts have seen 

the development of a number of promising Spiro-OMeTAD alternatives. 

 

Molecular HTMs, especially dopant-free varieties, have become an important development direction 

for PSCs that exhibit high PCE and high stability simultaneously. Towards this goal, engineering of 

their energy levels, hydrophobicity and film morphology has been widely explored.121 For example, 

Cheng’s group developed a series of acceptor-donor-acceptor small molecules with an electron rich 

phenoxazine core as HTMs in PSCs. The hole mobility of these molecules was shown to be 10-fold 

higher than that of Spiro-OMeTAD. As a result, a PCE of 12.8% was achieved in related devices. 

More recently, 2,8-bis(4-(bis(4-methoxyphenyl)amino)phenyl)-5-octyl-4Hdithieno[3,2-c:2′,3′-

e]azepine-4,6(5H)-dione and N2,N2,N7,N7-tetra-ptolylspiro[fluorene-9,20-[1,3]dioxolane]-2,7-

diamine were reported to as HTMs for inverted PSCs. These molecules helped to achieve devices 

with high PCEs of more than 20% and high stability.122, 123 However, for conventional PSCs, the 

development of dopant-free small molecular HTMs is still required to achieve PSCs with high PCE 

that are comparable with doped Spiro-OMeTAD counterparts.  

 

In addition, polymers such as Poly[bis(4-phenyl)(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)amine (PTAA) and Poly(3-

hexylthiophene (P3HT) possess respective hole mobilities of 5 × 10-3 cm2 V-1 s-1 and 0.2 cm2 V-1 s-

1,124 which are higher than for Spiro-OMeTAD. However, the poor contact between such HTMs and 

neat perovskite surfaces hinder hole extraction.125 Thus, these require appropriate interface 

engineering to mitigate defect formation between the HTLs and perovskite.84 Recently, researchers 

have made a great headway on P3HT HTM and achieved a PCE as high as 22.8% by using a wide-

bandgap halide modified perovskite absorber.84  

 

In comparison to organic candidates, inorganic p-type semiconductors possess superior hole 

mobilities, e.g. CuO (> 1 cm2 V-1 s-1),126 CuSCN (0.01–0.1 cm2 V-1 s-1)127 and doped NiO (>0.1 cm2 

V-1 s-1).128 In addition, their  outstanding transparency throughout the visible-near infrared spectrum 

and good chemical stability make them very promising alternatives. However,  the deposition of such 

HTLs on the perovskite layer has remained challenging owing to the need for stabilisation within 

suitable nanoparticle inks129 and the need for interface modification.88 To date, the highest PCE of 

conventional PSC with inorganic HTL (20.4%) was achieved by the Gratzel’s group, who used a 

configuration of FTO coated glass/TiO2/perovskite/CuSCN/Au with a reduced graphene oxide (rGO) 
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spacer layer between HTL and electrode. The inorganic HTLs provided outstanding stability with > 

95% of their initial efficiency being retained after aging for 1000 hours.  

 

For HTL in inverted PSCs, PEDOT:PSS and p-type NiO are the most successfully used HTLs in such 

devices, with the latter presenting better stability and electron blocking properties. Various 

approaches have been used to fabricate NiO HTLs for inverted PSCs, including sol-gel deposition,130 

nanoparticle inks,131 and spray pyrolysis.117 Yang’s group was the first to introduce a sol–gel–

processed NiO nanocrystals HTL in PSCs, achieving a PCE of 9%.130 Recent progress has seen a 

further improvement to more than 15% via a monolayer molecular modification.132 Meanwhile, 

Choy’s group reported a solution processed HTL made with a NiO nanoparticle ink that gave an 

inverted PSCs with PCEs of ~16%.131 The most successfully deployed NiO HTL was deposited 

through spray deposition, relying on Li+/Mg2+ co-doping to control oxygen deficiency and 

conductivity. The PCE of inverted PSCs using this doped NiO was 18.3%.117  

 

In each of these devices, NiO has advantageously provided a matching energy alignment with the 

perovskite, resulting in a high photovoltage. However, all of these NiO based devices displayed low 

FF. This can be ascribed to the modified crystallinity of the perovskite and the poor contact developed 

between the NiO and perovskite layers. In addition, the low conductivity of NiO (~ 10−4 S cm–1) 

requires very thin layers to avoid reducing the FF due to a high series resistance contribution.117 To 

address these factors, additional mesoporous layers and molecular surface modification strategies 

have been successfully deployed to improve the FFs and, consequently, PCEs of inverted PSCs.133, 

134 Unfortunately, these additional processing steps introduce further complications that impact 

fabrication times, scalability and reliability. Developing a simple, one-step and efficient approach to 

deposit NiO that is suitable for inverted PSCs with both high FFs and PCEs remains an unresolved 

scientific challenge. To address this, in Chapter 3 we introduce a facile one-step method to realise a 

compact-mesoporous NiO bilayer that can be used as an HTL in inverted PSCs with high PCEs of ~ 

17% and FFs up to 85%.   

 

Continual improvements of CTLs tailored towards specific perovskites remains a key point to develop 

perovskite solar cells with improved efficiency and stability. To explore efficient materials as CTMs, 

many factors have to be fully considered. On the one hand, the material properties, i.e. film formation, 

conductivity (charge mobility) and transparency, are the first priorities to be understood. On the other 

hand, the compatibility of CTMs in devices involves the formation of a contact interface, which 

influences interfacial recombination and charge extraction dynamics, both of which affect the 
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resulting device performance. Towards achieving this factor, interface engineering forms a critical 

aspect of developing a high performing perovskite/CTL interface. 

 

1.4.4 Interface Engineering 

 

As noted in Section 1.3, achieving high efficiency in PSCs requires an optimisation across a multi-

step process that involves the separation and collection of photocarrier in a circuit. At the simplest 

level, this involves the development of perovskite and charge transporting materials with appropriate 

electrical and energy level properties. At a deeper level, this also necessitates the consideration of the 

interfacial properties between the perovskite/ETL and perovskite/HTL to ensure that photocarriers 

are collected as efficiently as possible with minimal voltage and current losses across the device.52 

Engineering of such interfaces can be considered across three main optimisation pathways: 

 

(1) Optimization of Energy Level Alignment: 

 

Appropriate energy level alignment as shown in Figure 1.14 provides a thermodynamically 

favourable condition for charge transfer from the perovskite to the charge transporting layers. To 

make high performance PSCs, it has been reported that the optimal energy alignment between the 

perovskite layer and the charge transport layers requires minimal energy mis-match within 0.3 eV.135 

Under this condition, charge extraction with minimal energy loss and an ensuing reduction in carrier 

recombination can permit for high performance PSCs. As a simple example of this, Qiu et.al. 

demonstrated that PSC using an anatase TiO2 ETL (CBM=3.85 eV) showed a higher Voc than that 

using an amorphous TiO2 ETL (CBM=-4.07 eV) because it is closer to the CBM of perovskite layer 

(-3.73 eV).136  

 

In this thesis, engineering of energy alignment is only focused on ETL/perovskite and 

HTL/perovskite interfaces, with the interfaces between the CTLs and the electrodes not being 

considered. The most widely used strategy to optimize the energy level of inorganic CTLs is through 

compositional engineering. This can act to modify any energy levels through composition changes or 

interfacial dipoles.117, 132, 137 Moreover, it can improve the conductivity of the CTLs through electrical 

doping. As an example for HTLs, Han’s group reported using Li/Mg co-doped NiO to control the 

VBM and achieve a “perfect” energy alignment in an inverted PSC.117 As a result, the negligible 

difference between the VBM of the charge transporting and perovskite materials facilitated a high 

Voc of 1.07 V. For ETLs, Gratzel’s group demonstrated TiO2 with a Li-rich surface by spin-coating a 

Li salt solution on top of TiO2 mesoporous layer then post-annealing at high temperature (500 ℃).71 
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The lowered CBM of TiO2 facilitated improved electron extraction in the mesoporous TiO2, thus the 

Voc of was enhanced from 1.038 V to 1.114 V.  

 

Introducing or converting an intermediate layer between the perovskite layer and the charge 

transporting layer is another approach to reduce the energy loss at the perovskite/CTL interface. As 

an example, Liu’s group has reported a gradient energy-level modification of perovskite in inorganic 

PSCs.138 This architecture consisted of FTO coated glass/TiO2/3D/2D/0D perovskite/PTAA/Au, and 

was realized by solution processing of 2D perovskite nanosheets (NSs) and 0D quantum dots (QDs) 

on 3D bulk perovskite before deposition of a PTAA HTL. The graded configuration showed a gradual 

increase in perovskite VBM energies of -5.2 eV (3D), -5.17 eV (2D) and -5.15 eV (QD), which 

progressively approached the EHOMO of the PTAA HTL (5.14 eV), achieving a very high Voc of 1.19 

V in PSCs.  

 

Evidently, appropriate energy level alignment across CTL/perovskite interfaces is critical to optimize 

charge collection efficiency and Voc. In Chapter 6, we will discuss the use of 2D perovskite capping 

layer with a VBM of -5.45 eV to reduce the offset between 3D perovskite (EVBM = -5.5 eV) and Spiro-

OMeTAD HTL (EHOMO = -5.2 eV), and thus help to reduce the charge recombination of 3D/2D PSCs. 

  

(2) Surface passivation: 

 

Surface passivation refers to either chemical passivation, which reduces the trap states in order to 

optimize the charge transfer between interfaces, or physical passivation, which isolates certain 

functional layers from the external environment to avoid degradation of the device.139 For PSCs, 

although their low-processing temperature makes them show promising potential for low-cost 

fabrication and thus commercialization, defects can be easily generated due to their low formation 

energies (Figure 1.15A).140 When defect states occur at a perovskite surface adjacent to the CTLs, 

electrons and holes can be captured and recombine. This forms an unfavourable band alignment due 

to Fermi-level pinning by these defects. However, appropriate passivation can reduce such defects, 

which prevents pinning of the Fermi levels to enable the formation of a more traditional n-i-p device 

configuration (Figure 1.15B). Therefore, passivating the defects in PSCs is crucial to improve the 

device PCE and stability simultaneously. 
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Figure 1.15 Schematic of the effect that hole and electron capture by a 

recombination centre in a trap-assisted recombination in perovskite 

(A) and the schematic that the trapes are passivated (B). 

Similar to the perovskite surface, the passivation of the CTLs is equally important. A number of 

reports have focussed on the archetypal TiO2, despite it possessing an abundance of surface trap 

states, which are known to limit the photovoltaic performance of the resulting PSCs.141, 142 Cl-

passivated TiO2 has been reported to dramatically improve the PSC performance by Sargent’s 

group.80 It was suggested that the chlorine not only passivated the TiO2 surface traps, but also 

suppressed deep trap states at the perovskite interface to considerably reduce interface recombination 

at the TiO2/perovskite contact. Moreover, such passivation also protected the perovskite from 

decomposition, with TiO2 being a well-known photocatalyst under UV light. It has been reported that 

UV light induces holes in TiO2, which interact with halides in perovskite.143 Thus, Snaith’s group 

demonstrated that CsBr modified TiO2 ETL improves the stabilized PCE by reducing the 

recombination arising from defects on the TiO2 surface and protects the perovskite from high level 

UV light exposure.  
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Passivation of the perovskite layer is more complicated than for charge transporting layers as 

perovskites are more chemically sensitive. It has been reported that perovskites are highly dependent 

on their substrates,144 deposition method145 and environment,146 which readily induces defects at 

interfaces that lead to charge recombination.147 In addition, ionic defect movement also induces 

hysteresis and material instability in perovskites.148 These intrinsic instabilities have been harnessed 

to shown self-induced passivation of grain boundaries and surfaces.149 By controlling the perovskite 

annealing time, the perovskite structure at the surface and grain boundaries can partially convert back 

to PbI2 and form such a surface passivation layer, which reduces recombination in the device. Beyond 

this approach, many passivation materials have been introduced into or onto the perovskite layer to 

reduce the interfacial recombination and enhance charge extraction.149 Beyond direct passivation, 

Huang’s group showed that introducing polystyrene tunnelling layers between the perovskite and 

ETL in inverted PSC leads to dramatic improvements in device performance by decoupling the 

electronic states of the CTLs and the perovskite layer.111 Noteworthy, as the polystyrene is 

hydrophobic, this approach is not only favourable in terms of device performance by suppressing 

interfacial carrier recombination, but also reduced the extent of perovskite degradation caused by 

exposure to moisture.139  

 

More recently, reduced-dimensionality perovskites have become more attractive in PSCs.150 In 

contrast to normal bulk perovskites, large ammonium cations (RNH3
+) are induced between the PbI2 

octahedral planes and thus forms a layered structure with the general chemical form (RNH3)2An-

1BnX3n+1 (n=1,2,3,4…∞),151 where n is an integer that represents the number of perovskite sheets.152 

In general, structures having smaller values of n are considered to be 2D or quasi-2D perovskites, 

with 3D-like perovskite structure developing with increasing values of  n. The existence of the larger 

spacer cations in the 2D sheet structures makes them more hydrophobic than their 3D analogues, 

facilitating an improved environmental stability.153 Initial reports of 2D-perovskite solar cells in 2014 

exhibited poor PCE of < 5% due to the poor charge mobility.150 However, through the introduction 

of a 2D passivation layer treatment on a 3D perovskite, dramatic improvements in PCEs to 21.7% 

were demonstrated.154 In addition to efficiency, the hydrophobic nature of such 2D layers translated 

to unencapsulated passivated–treated devices stored under humid (75 ± 20% relative humidity (RH)) 

ambient conditions showing excellent moisture resistance, sustaining over 87% of the initial PCE 

during 38 days of testing. Critical to these developments was the engineering of passivation layer 

composition by using a combination of FAI and iso-butylammonium iodide (i-BAI) as cations in the 

2D perovskite layer. Further developments towards achieving structurally and electronically tailored 

2D intermediate interfaces remain as the next set of challenges for such hybridised perovskite devices. 
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Towards these, in Chapter 6, we introduce a facile approach to modify the 2D perovskite layer using 

a molecular additive to simultaneously passivate the 3D perovskite and enhance charge extraction 

across the 2D perovskite layer in 3D/2D PSCs. 

 

(3) Morphology Design: 

 

It is well known that the structural and chemical properties of the layers on which a perovskite is 

grown influence the crystallization of the perovskite layer itself.155-159 A comparison of perovskite 

films formed on a planar and mesoporous TiO2 ETL exemplifies these factors. For planar substrates, 

the dense ETL layers ensure that perovskite nucleation during deposition is structurally unconstrained 

and occurs largely homogeneously throughout the film. However, for mesoporous substrates, the 

perovskite solution infiltrates into the scaffold, which provides a structural constraint during 

annealing. As the perovskite morphology is highly dependent on the nuclei density, more voids in the 

ETL lead to greater nuclei at the start of annealing, resulting in smaller grains and a less textured 

surface.156, 159 As a result, the deposition of perovskites onto charge transporting layers with varying 

structure, but equally surface chemistry, will influence the perovskite quality and the charge 

extraction properties in the resulting device.  

 

Initial research on morphology of charge transporting layers has mainly focused on thickness and 

particle size control of the mesoporous layer. It has been shown that thick mesoporous layers result 

in enhanced recombination of the injected electron in the TiO2 conduction band with holes in 

perovskite,160 while thin mesoporous layers lead to differences in efficiency between the forward and 

reverse scans, i.e. hysteresis, due to the imbalanced in charge extraction.161, 162 In comparison, few 

reports have actively studied the morphologic structuring to achieve efficient and facile modification 

on the mesoporous layer for high performance PSCs. Across these reported work, most have been 

focused on the impact of TiO2 ETLs with various morphology on the performance of PSCs.  

The conventionally used mesoporous TiO2 nanoparticles have numerous grain boundaries and surface 

defects that hinder electron transport, thus leading to charge recombination.141 Thanks to the abundant 

synthetic libraries for this material, 0D nanoparticles, 1D nanowires and 2D nanosheets have been 

widely investigated as ETLs in PSCs.156, 159, 163 Among these, 1D TiO2 nanostructures, especially 

nanorods, can be considered the most promising ETMs due to the direct pathway for charge transport 

and enhanced light harvesting by light scattering.155, 156 It has been reported that electron mobility in 

rutile TiO2 nanorods is much higher than that in nanoparticulate TiO2, which facilitates a faster and 

more balanced charge extraction in devices.164 However, to date, the highest PCE that has been 
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achieved using 1D TiO2 ETL is only ~16% by Wu et, al.156 A number of alternative ETLs that exhibit 

large-surface-areas to maximise charge extraction have also been investigated, including inverse-

opal-like TiO2,165 nanohelical TiO2 arrays,166 and TiO2-WO3 nanowires and nanosheets.167 However, 

the PCEs of PSCs with such ETLs are still not comparable to normal mesoporous PSCs. This can be 

ascribed to challenges in the fabrication of such layers and the potentially non-favourable perovskite 

growth conditions which they impart.   

Given the importance of meso-structured CTLs for perovskite solar cells, in Chapter 3 we will report 

on the impact of a facile chemical bath deposition (CBD) approach towards achieving NiO layers, 

and in Chapter 6 we will report on using a chemical additive to induced meso-structuring of TiO2 

mesoporous layers, and their influence on inverted and normal PSCs, respectively.  

 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

 

The rapid evolution of metal halide perovskites has seen an explosion in research efforts across 

perovskite composition and device engineering efforts. As we have outlined in this chapter, the 

development of low-cost and scalable charge transport layers for such devices exhibits many 

knowledge gaps that need to be addressed. Moreover, the interfaces of perovskites, particularly with 

the charge transport layers remain poorly understood. This thesis addresses these shortcomings by 

focussing on the development of structurally controlled charge transport layers and interfaces that 

enable optimal charge extraction properties to achieve high-efficiency PSCs. To do so, research into 

meso-structured NiOx and TiO2 films, as well as 3D/2D perovskite interfaces has been carried out. 

The results and drawing conclusions from these are presented across the following chapters. 

 

Chapter 2: Experimental Methods and Instrumentation 

 

In this Chapter, an outline of the experimental methods and instrumentation used will be introduced.  

 

Chapter 3: Inverted Perovskite Solar Cells with High Fill-factors Featuring Chemical Bath 

Deposited Mesoporous NiOx Hole Transporting Layers 

 

In this work, we employed a thin mesoporous NiO scaffold formed via chemical bath deposition as 

the hole transporting layer. This hole transporting material is found to dramatically improve the 

performance of inverted mixed cation and anion PSCs by enhancing their light harvesting and charge 

transporting efficiencies. Optimized devices achieve efficiencies of up to 16.7% with fill factors as 
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high as 85%. These values are significantly higher than PSCs using conventionally spray-deposited 

planar NiO hole transport layers, which exhibit efficiencies up to 14.5% and fill factors of only 73%. 

 

Chapter 4: Spray Pyrolysis of Planar TiO2 Film as Electron Transporting Layers in Perovskite 

Solar Cells 

 

The fabrication of high efficiency hybrid perovskites at larger scales will rely on the optimized 

deposition conditions of every layer using scalable methodologies. Most current perovskite devices 

that employ the archetypal TiO2 hole blocking layer utilise a simple air-brush approach. This 

approach is not scalable as it results in significant layer inhomogeneity across larger devices areas. 

To overcome this inherent limitation, in this work we use ultrasonic spray deposition as an alternative 

approach for the TiO2 deposition. Focusing on identical reaction chemistries as for air-brush, namely 

bis(isopropoxide)-bis(acetylacetonate) titanium (IV) based solutions, we find that under optimized 

conditions smooth TiO2 layers can be readily deposited over scalable areas on fluorine doped tin 

oxide (FTO). These are found to serve as highly effective blocking layers, with photovoltaic devices 

readily possessing highest efficiencies of >16%. Importantly, the mean batch efficiency of devices 

fabricated using the ultrasonic spray deposition method is significantly improved and the standard 

deviation is drastically narrowed. 

 

Chapter 5: Enhanced Performance of Perovskite Solar Cells by Micro-structuring the 

Mesoporous TiO2 Layer  

 

In this chapter, we report a facile method to develop high-efficiency PSCs by micro-structuring a 

mesoporous TiO2 layer formed from directly from a TiO2 nanoparticle dispersion. The micro-

structuring is achieved through the controlled crystallization of additives in the dispersion, which are 

subsequently thermolized following coating. This micro-structure enables for a more efficient charge 

extraction, achieving current densities and fill factors some 5% higher than for pristine meso-porous 

TiO2 layers. The PSCs using this modified TiO2 mesoporous layer show the highest PCE of ~19% 

for the controls of ~18%. These results highlight that achieving high-performance PSCs relies not 

only on the nanoscale structure of charge extraction layers, but also their extended microstructure. 
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Chapter 6: Enhanced Performance of Perovskite Solar Cells by Introducing a Modified 2D 

Perovskite Layer 

 

In this chapter, we report a facile method to develop high-efficiency PSCs by introducing a molecule 

modified 2D-3D perovskite stacking-layered architecture. The modified 2D perovskite layer is 

formed via in situ growth of BA2PbI4 capping layer with molecular dopant on top of 3D Cs/MA/FA 

mixed perovskite film. In contrast with devices with pristine 2D perovskite layer, devices with 

modified 2D layers show improved charge transfer and reduced defect states. The PSCs using this 

modified 2D perovskite layer show the highest PCE of 20.3% compared to 17.1% for the controls. 

This work provides an efficient and facile strategy to achieving high-performance PSCs. 

 

Chapter 7 Conclusions and Outlook 

 

In this chapter, we summarise how the work presented has led to perovskite solar cells with higher 

PCE and stability. We also outline the key challenges in going forward, particularly around the need 

to develop an improved understanding of the charge extraction and charge transport related to 

perovskite layer, as well as the development of low-temperature processable materials that are 

amendable to printing processes. 
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Chapter 2.  

Experimental Methods and Instrumentation 

2.1 Introduction 

 

A brief overview of the materials, experimental methods and characterization approaches that are 

overarching across the different Chapters of this Thesis are provided here. This includes the 

description of the keys steps towards the fabrication of PSCs, which involves patterning of electrodes 

and the deposition of the charge transporting layers, perovskite and top electrode. Specific 

experimental details and analysis relevant to only a single Chapter, has been detailed in that Chapter. 

 

2.2 Materials 

 

Patterned and non-patterned FTO/glass substrates were purchased from Latech Scientific Supply and 

Zhuhai Kaivo Optoelectronic Technology Co., Ltd, respectively, and they were used after cleaning 

using a three-stage sonication process in hellmanex, water and ethanol. n-butylammonium iodide 

(BAI), formamidinium iodide (FAI), methylammonium bromide (MABr), TiO2 nanoparticle paste 

(NR30) were purchased from Greatcellsolar; lead iodide (PbI2), lead bromide (PbBr2), and nickel 

sulphate (NiSO4·6H2O) were purchased from Alfa Aesar; 2,3,5,6-Tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-

tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) and Spiro-OMeTAD were purchased from Lumtech. Unless 

otherwise stated, all other materials were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, and used as received.  

 

2.3 Fabrication Tools and Facilities 

 

Ultrasonic Cleaner: An S300H Elmasonic ultrasonic bath from Invitro Technologies (Figure 2.1) 

was used to clean the FTO substrates. Substrates have to be cleaned by ultrasonic cleaner with 2% 

Helmanex solution (10 min), deionized water (10 min), and ethanol (10 min), successively. FTO 

coated glass substrates were vertically put in a home-made plastic holder (in the ultrasonic bath) 

during ultrasonic cleaning. 
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Figure 2.1 The digital photograph of the ultrasonic cleaner. 

 

Plasma Cleaner: The Harrick PDC plasma cleaner (Figure 2.2) was used to treat the FTO 

substrate and HTL substrate to eliminate surface impurities and contaminants. All substrates were 

plasma treated by 10 min before use. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2 The digital photograph of the plasma cleaner. 

 

Spin Coater: WS-650HZ-23NPP/UD2 Spin Coaters from Laurell Technologies (Figure 2.3) was 

used to deposit the mesoporous TiO2 mesoporous layers, perovskite layers and charge transporting 
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layers on top of perovskite layers. Details about spin-coating program will be reported in the device 

fabrication section. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2.3 The digital photograph of the spin coater. 

Titanium Hot Plate: HOP-2820-TIT-C titanium hotplates with the proportional–integral–derivative 

(PID) temperature programmer from MRClab (Figure 2.4) were used to calcine TiO2 mesoporous 

layer and anneal perovskite layer. Details about heating treatment temperature and annealing time 

will be reported in the device fabrication section. 
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Figure 2.4 The digital photograph of the titanium hot plate with a PID temperature controller. 

 

Ultrasonic Spray System: The ultrasonic spray system is a homemade system featuring a Sonotek 

Vortex nozzle operating at 120 kHz controlled by a Zaber Computer-controlled positioner (Figure 

2.5). The precursor was sprayed onto a heated substrate with a spray rate of 0.5 mL/min and a 200 

kPa shaping pressure to facilitate the precipitation spray droplets. The distance between the spray 

needle tip and the substrate was 23.5 cm. The rest of detailed spray parameters for NiO and TiO2 

compact films on FTO substrates will be reported in device fabrication section and Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2.5 The digital photograph of the ultrasonic spray system. 

 

Glovebox: The Korea Kiyon glove box (Figure 2.6) was used to fabricate the PSCs. The concentration of O2 

and H2O were well controlled to be ≤ 10 ppm and ~0.1 ppm, respectively.   

 

 
 

Figure 2.6 The digital photograph of the glovebox. 

 

Thermal Evaporator: The thermal evaporator from Korea Kiyon (Figure 2.7) was set in the Korea 

Kiyon glovebox and used to deposit the metal electrodes of PSCs. Electrodes were performed with an 

evaporation rate of 2 Å/s under a vacuum of 2×10-6 Pa.  
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Figure 2.7 The digital photograph of the thermal evaporator. 

 
 

2.4 Device Fabrication 

 

In this thesis, we studied both of inverted and conventional perovskite solar cell device 

configurations. Thus, to clarify this experimental section, we will demonstrate the device fabrication 

process in the order of the electrode substrate (FTO), CTL underneath of the perovskite layer, the 

perovskite layer, the CTL on top of perovskite and finally the top electrode. 

 

FTO Substrates: The as received FTO coated glass substrates patterned for four devices with 

separated cathode and anode were bought from Latech Scientific Supply (Figure 2.8). Before use, 

substrates have to be cleaned by ultrasonic cleaner with 2% Helmanex solution (10 min), deionized 

water (10 min), and ethanol (10 min), successively. Then the cleaned substrates were treated by the 

plasma cleaner for 10 min to further eliminate impurities and contaminants on their surfaces. 
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Figure 2.8 The digital photograph of the FTO coated glass from Latech Scientific Supply. 

 

 

CTLs on FTO: CTLs were deposited by CBD for mesoporous NiO films and ultrasonic spray 

pyrolysis for planar NiO and TiO2 films.  

 

CBD NiO film: Mesoporous NiO films were made by CBD as shown in Figure 2.9A. CBD is a 

simple method that involves controllable deposition of oxide solid from liquid precursor to yield 

uniform films with good reproducibility. The product films are highly dependent on the deposition 

temperature, pH value of precursor and surface energy of the substrate. Our mesoporous NiO films 

were deposited on oxygen plasma treated FTO-coated glass. Firstly, the back (glass) side of the 

substrate was covered by 3M scotch tape to make sure only the FTO side was coated. The substrate 

was then vertically loaded into a beaker with an aqueous ammoniacal precursor solution containing 

0.2 M NiSO4 and 37.5 mM K2S2O8 at room temperature (pH=11) for 2 to 10 mins to achieve different 

thicknesses. The substrate was dried with nitrogen gun and then annealed at 500 ℃ on the Ti hotplate 

for 1 hour in air. Examples of final Glass/FTO/NiO films achieved by different deposition time are 

shown in Figure 2.9B. 
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Figure 2.9 Digital photographs of the reaction setup used for CBD 

NiO films on FTO substrates (A) and as deposited Glass/FTO/NiO 

films achieved by different deposition time. 

 

Ultrasonic Spray Deposition of NiO: Planar NiO films as HTLs for inverted PSCs and planar TiO2 

films as ETLs for conventional PSCs were deposited using ultrasonic spray. For the NiO film, 20 mL 

of a 0.04M Ni acetylacetonate (Ni(acac)2) in acetonitrile solution was sprayed by the ultrasonic spray 

system onto the FTO-coated glass substrate at 500 ℃ in air. The spray conditions were optimized to 

provide 10 individual coating passes (~10 mL solution) across the substrate and to give a total NiO 

thickness of ~10 nm. This was followed by 30 min of annealing at 500 ℃ before being cooled down 

to room temperature.  

 

Ultrasonic Spray Deposition of Compact TiO2: The dense TiO2 blocking layer was formed by the 

ultrasonic spray pyrolysis of a bis(isopropoxide)-bis(acetylacetonate)titanium(IV) (TAA) solution at 

500 °C. This solution was formed by diluting TAA in isopropanol (1:19 vol) and sprayed on to the 

FTO coated glass substrates at 500 ℃ in air. The sprayed samples were annealing for 10 mins at 500 

℃ in air after 4 spray cycle (~4 mL solution), before being cooled down to room temperature.  
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Deposition of meso-TiO2:  An 18nm TiO2 nanoparticle paste was diluted in ethanol (1:6 vol) prior to 

spin-coating on the dense TiO2 blocking layer at 4000 rpm for 20 s in air and then annealed at 500 ℃ 

for 30 mins. In Chapter 4, we will demonstrate the study on ultrasonic spray of TiO2 ETL and show 

its high reproducibility. 

 

Perovskite Deposition: Perovskite deposition was carried out in the glovebox. In this thesis, we 

used gas-assistance deposition1 and anti-solvent deposition2 to achieve MAPbI3 perovskite and 

Cs/FA/MA tri-cation perovskite, respectively (Figure 2.10).  

 

For gas-assistance method to make MAPbI3 perovskite: The perovskite precursor solution was 

formed by mixing stoichiometric amounts of CH3NH3I and PbI2 in a combination of dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO) and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) (7:3 vol) to form a (46 wt%) concentration 

solution. 30 μL of the perovskite precursor solution was applied to the surface of the substrate prior 

to spin-coating. The films were spin-coated using a two-stage process: 1000 rpm for 5 s using an 

acceleration of 200 rpm/s, then 6000 rpm for 50 s using an acceleration of 6000 rpm/s. A nitrogen 

gas flow was introduced after 20 s of the second spin-coating step and sustained for a further 20 s. 

The perovskite films were then annealed on a hot-plate at 100 °C for a duration of 10 mins.  

 

For anti-solvent method to make Cs0.05FA0.81MA0.14PbI2.55Br0.45: precursor solution (1.2 M) was 

prepared with molar ratios of PbI2/PbBr2 and FAI/MABr both fixed at 0.85:0.15, molar ratio of 

CsI/(FAI+MABr)=0.05:0.95, and the molar ratio of (FAI+MABr+CsI)/(PbI2+PbBr2) being fixed at 

1:1. The perovskite films were deposited onto the TiO2 substrates with a two-step spin coating 

procedures. The first step involved 1000 rpm for 5 s with an acceleration of 200 rpm/s. The second 

step was conducted at 6000 rpm for 20 s with a ramp-up of 1000 rpm/s. Chlorobenzene (200 µL) was 

deposited on the spinning substrate during the second spin-coating step at 5 s before the end of the 

procedure. The substrate was then immediately transferred to a hotplate and heated at 100 °C for 40 

min. To grow the 2D perovskite layer, 100 µL of BAI (5mg mL-1) isopropanol (IPA) solution with 

various concentration of F4TCNQ was prepared and then shaken or stirred for 24h.  The solution was 

spin-casted on ready-made 3D perovskite substrates when it is spinning at 6000 rpm for 20s and then 

annealed at 100 °C for 10 min.  
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Figure 2.10 Digital photographs of the A perovskite film deposited on a Glass/FTO/CTL substrate. 

 

CTLs on Top of Perovskite: For conventional PSCs, a Spiro-OMeTAD layer was deposited on top 

of the perovskite layer as the HTL. Spiro-OMeTAD was well dissolved in chlorobenzene (70 mM) 

by shaking the solution for a few minutes at room temperature. Then, appropriate volumes of FK209 

and LiTFSI stock solutions and tBP were added (Table 2.1).3 The solution was spin-coated on the 

perovskite film at 3000 rpm for 30 s. 

 

Table 2.1 Spiro-OMeTAD additives stock solutions and the composition of the final solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For inverted PSCs, The ETL was deposited from a 20 mg/ml chlorobenzene solution of PCBM that 

was spin-coated at a rotation speed of 1800 rpm for 30s. Onto the PCBM layer, 25 µL of a BCP 

saturated IPA solution was spin coated without any post treatment. 

 

 

Metal Electrode Deposition: To benefit the energy alignment, we used Au and Ag as electrodes in 

conventional and inverted PSCs, respectively. Before the thermal deposition, the devices without 

electrodes were masked as shown in Figure 2.11A to avoid the connection of anode and cathode. The 

Stock Solutions Mw 
(g/mol) 

Solvent M 
(mol/L) 

(moladditive/ 

molspiro-

OMeTAD) 

FK209 1503.18 Acetonitrile 0.25 0.03 

LiTFSI 287.09 Acetonitrile 1.8 0.50 

tBP 135.21   3.30 
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films were placed under a vacuum of 2 ×10-6 Pa, and then 80 nm Au and Ag films were evaporated 

using an evaporation rate of 2 Å/s on to Glass/FTO/TiO2/Perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD films for 

conventional PSCs and Glass/FTO/NiO/Perovskite/PCBM/BCP films for inverted PSCs, 

respectively. Figure 2.11 shows the masked semi-finished products (Glass/ETL/perovskite/HTL 

films as an example) before and after deposition of Au electrodes. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Digital photographs of the masked Glass/FTO/ETL/perovskite/HTL substrates 

before (A) and after (B) thermal deposition of Au top electrodes. The inset photograph is an 

individual product with 4 separated PSCs.    

2.5 Characterization 

 

Absorption, Transmittance and Reflection Measurements: Optical absorption, transmittance and 

reflection Measurements spectra were characterized by a Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050 UV/VIS/NIR 

spectrophotometer using an attached integrating sphere.  

 

Steady-State Photoluminescence (PL): Steady-state photoluminescence measurements were 

performed using an Fluoromax4 Spectro fluorometer. Samples were illuminated using a 465.8 nm 

excitation source. Slit widths were set to 1.2 nm and the samples were excited for a duration of 1 μs.  

 

Transient Photoluminescence (TRPL): TRPL decay measurements were performed using an 

Edinburgh Instruments Ltd. FLSP920 time correlated single-photon counting spectrometer equipped 

with a 465.8 nm pulsed diode laser excitation source (EPL-475, Edinburgh Instruments Ltd.) with ca 

100 ps pulse width and a peak laser excitation density of ca 0.2 nJ cm−2. Luminescence was collected 

using a grating monochromator. Samples were prepared on glass microscope slides of 1 cm × 1 cm 
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films and encapsulated. Noteworthy, excitation and luminescence collection were performed on the 

glass side. 

 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM): Top-view and the cross-section morphology of films were 

characterized by an FEI Nova Nano SEM operating at a 5kV voltage. Cross-section samples were 

sputter coated by ~2nm Iridium before characterizing. 

 

X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD): XRD patterns were recorded using a D2 phaser X-ray 

diffractometer with Cu Kα X-ray tube at 40 kV and 40 mA and with a step size of 0.02° and 0.5 s per 

step. 

 

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry: Ellipsometry measurements were carried out on J.A.Woollam M-

2000DI Spectroscopic ellipsometer with TiO2 samples being deposited on polished silicon wafers 

with a natural oxide layer. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) measurements were performed on a 

Dimension Icon (Veeco).   

 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS): 

XPS and UPS photoelectron spectroscopy analysis was performed using an AXIS Ultra DLD 

spectrometer (Kratos Analytical Inc., Manchester, U.K.) with a monochromate Al K X-ray source 

(1486.6 eV) and a He discharge lamp (He I radiation at 21.22 eV), respectively. The XPS survey 

spectra were acquired with the hemispherical analyser set to a pass energy of 160 eV, while the high-

resolution narrow scans were made using a 40 eV pass energy (resolution ca. 0.75 eV FWHM). UPS 

data were recorded at 5 eV pass energy (resolution ca. 0.1 eV). The standard analyser slot aperture 

was used, resulting in an area of approximately 0.7 mm × 0.3 mm being analysed on the sample. 

 

Current-Voltage Analysis: The J–V curve characteristics of completed solar cell devices were 

recorded using a Keithley 2400 Source Meter. The devices were illuminated using a Xenon lamp 

provided by an Oriel solar simulator with an AM1.5G filter that was set to 100 mW cm−2 using a 

calibrated Si-photodiode. A non-reflective mask with an aperture of 0.16 cm2 was used to keep the 

irradiation area constant.  

 

Incident Photon to Current Conversion Efficiency (IPCE): IPCE spectra were recorded using a 

Keithley 2400 Source Meter under 300 W xenon lamp irradiation with an Oriel Corner-stone 260¼ 

m monochromator and white light bias from light-emitting diode (LED; Thorlabs MWWHL3) light 

source. The monochromatic photon flux was quantified through a calibrated silicon cell.  
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Transient photocurrent decay (TPC) measurements: TPCs of devices were performed by 

illuminating devices with a constant background intensity high-power white LED (Thorlabs 

MWWHL3). A small light perturbation was provided by a Kingbright L-7104VGC-H green LED 

(465 nm wavelength) driven by a function generator (Agilent 33533A). A pulse width of 2 µs was 

chosen for the small perturbation with the rise and fall times of the LED to be <100 ns measured 

using a Thorlabs DET10A/M Si photodetector. The transient response of the cell under test was 

recorded on an Agilent Technologies InfiniiVision DSO-X 3032A digital oscilloscope (DOSC). The 

device was connected to the DOSC with a 50 Ω termination to achieve a short-circuit condition. 

 

Transient photovoltage decay (TPD) measurements: For open-circuit photovoltage decay 

measurements, devices were illuminated with a 630 nm LED source with a switch-off response time 

of ≈20 µs. Voltage transients measured using NI-DAQMX USB-6212 data acquisition card. During 

the measurements of the transient photovoltage measurements, a termination of 1 MΩ was used by 

connecting the cells to the DOSC to achieve the open circuit condition. 
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Chapter 3.  

Inverted Perovskite Solar Cells with High Fill-factors 

Featuring Chemical Bath Deposited Mesoporous NiO Hole 

Transporting Layers 

 

Synopsis:  

 
PCEs of PSCs have rapidly achieved record values of more than 25%. All of the reported high PCE 

devices have been achieved within a conventional PSC configuration, which has been suggested to 

possess lower stabilities over time. Inverted device structures can potentially overcome this 

limitation; however, due to existing challenges in controlling perovskite microstructure and charge 

extraction at the electrodes, the reported PCEs of such devices remain lower compared to the 

conventional device architectures. In this work we undertake interfacial engineering between NiO, 

the archetypal p-type layer used in inverted PSCs, and mixed cation and halide perovskites to improve 

charge extraction and reduce interfacial recombination losses in these devices. This is achieved 

through the introduction of a facile meso-structured NiO scaffold as the hole-transporting layer. 

Through the optimisation of these scaffolds, PSCs with efficiencies of up to 16.5% can be readily 

fabricated. Importantly, these devices show exceptional fill factors of up to 85% due to the excellent 

light harvesting and charge transporting efficiencies. In comparison, devices fabricated using the 

conventionally spray-deposited planar NiO transporting layers exhibited PCEs of up to 14.5% and 

fill factors of around 70%. 

 

This paper has been published in Nano Energy (2018, V49, 163-171, 10.1016/j.nanoen.2018.04.026) 

  

https://doi-org.ezproxy.lib.monash.edu.au/10.1016/j.nanoen.2018.04.026
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3.1 Introduction 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 CBD of Mesoporous NiO HTLs 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of CBD NiO mesoporous films and top-view SEM images of NiO films 

with deposition time of 2~8 min 
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3.2.2 Mixed Cation and Anion Lead Halide Perovskite on Mesoporous NiO HTLs 

 
Figure 3.2 UV-Vis transmittance spectra, XRD patterns, XPS and UPS spectra of NiO mesoporous films 
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3.2.3 Inverted PSCs with Mesoporous NiO HTLs 

3.2.4 Comparison of PSCs with Chemical Bath and Spray-deposited NiO HTLs  

 
Figure 3.3 SEM image, XRD patterns, PL intensity and TRPL spactra of perovskite films on top of NiO 

mesoporous HTLs  
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Figure 3.4 Schematics of devices architecture and energy alignment as well as corresponding J-V curves and 

IPCE spectra. 

 
Table 3.1 Champion and average parameters of PCSs with CBD0~8 HTLs  
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3.3 Experimental Section  

3.3.1 Fabrication of NiO Films 

3.3.2 Fabrication of PSC Devices 

3.3.3 Characterization 

Figure 3.5 Cross-section SEM images, J-V curves and steady state testing of PSCs with sprayed NiO and 

CBD NiO HTLs, respectively. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

 

References 
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Supplemental Information 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3S 1 Top-view SEM image of FTO-coated glass. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3S 2 Cross-section SEM images of CBD2, 4, 6 and 8 NiO films on FTO-

coated glass, respectively. 
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Figure 3S 3 Top-view SEM image of CBD6 NiO film without 

persulfate salt additive in reaction solution. 

 
 

Figure 3S 4 XRD patterns of as-deposited NiO and the annealed products. 
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Figure 3S 5 PESA spectra of perovskite film on top of CBD NiO HTLs. 

 
 

Figure 3S 6 UPS spectrum of a perovskite film on top of a NiO HTL. 
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Figure 3S 7 Top view SEM images of perovskite films deposited on top of CBD2, 4, 6 and 8, 

respectively. 

 
 

Figure 3S 8 Dependence of photovoltaic parameters of PSC devices with CBD0~8 NiO HTLs. 
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Figure 3S 9 Forward (SC to FB) scan J–V curves of the CBD6 PSC device with a Jsc of 

19.5 mA cm-2, Voc of 0.94 V and FF of 0.85V. 

 
 

Figure 3S 10 (A) Top view and (B) cross section SEM images of sprayed NiO on top of FTO 

substrate. 
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Figure 3S 11 Comparison of the I-V curves of sprayed and CBD NiO 

films with calculated conductivity inset. 

 

The thickness of the CBD NiO film is hard to define due to the mesoporous structure. Thus, we gave an 

approximate thickness range of 10 nm a to 60 nm b, which are for the compact layer and the whole layer 

thicknesses in the CBD NiO film, respectively. 

 

* For this measurement we patterned an insulating gap line (l=70 μm) on the FTO substrate (w=1 cm) with a 

laser cutter before the deposition of NiO onto the entire substrate, including the gap. We then soldered tin to 

the FTO on either side of the insulating gap line to provide a low-resistance connection for electrical 

measurements. To this geometry a voltage from -1 V to 1 V was applied at the electrodes to measure the 

current. From this current-voltage plot, the conductivity (σ) could be determined through: 

 

σ =
𝐼 × 𝑙

𝑈 × 𝑡 × 𝑤
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Figure 3S 12 (A) Normalized transient PL decay profiles (logarithmic plot) of perovskite layers on 

the mesoporous CBD NiO and planar sprayed NiO HTLs. (B) Photovoltage decay of devices with 

mesoporous CBD NiO and planar sprayed NiO HTLs. 

Fittings were performed with the bi-exponential function in Equation (5). 

 

 

Table 3S.1 Parameters used to fit Equation (5) (main text) to TPRL curves measured for perovskite 

films with different CBD NiO HTL substrates. 

The average lifetime <τ>= ∑αiτi, where αi= Aiτi/∑Aiτi 

 

Device A1 τ1(ns) τ1(%) A2 τ2(ns) τ2(%) τavg(ns) 

Glass/PVSK 1695 672 76.4 193.3 1820 23.6 943 

CBD2/PVSK 1514 4.6 11.2 904 62.7 88.8 56.2 

CBD4/PVSK 1856 4.1 14.6 780 56.0 85.4 48.4 

CBD6/PVSK 2617 3.1 28.5 493 41.8 71.5 30.8 

CBD8/PVSK 4366 1.9 38.9 395 33.0 61.1 20.9 
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Chapter 4.  

Ultrasonic Spray Deposition of TiO2 Electron Transport 

Layers for Reproducible and High Efficiency Hybrid 

Perovskite Solar Cells 

 

Synopsis:  

 
The main drawback of inverted perovskite solar cells is the low PCE compared with conventional 

counterparts, although the they possess advantages on outstanding stability, negligible hysteresis and 

easy fabrication way. Nowadays, the rapid development on methodology (e.g. slot die, R2R and 

spray) and materials (e.g. 2D perovskite and hydrophobic molecule modification) in conventional 

perovskite solar cells makes them increasingly promising for practical application. Thus, we started 

to pay attentions on scalable fabricated conventional perovskite solar cells with high performance. 

From the viewpoint of the bottom-up fabrication of conventional perovskite solar cells with 

FTO/ETL/perovskite/HTL/Au architecture, the ETL is the first point to be considered. To date, TiO2 

has been the most commonly used ETL for perovskite solar cells and has been deposited traditionally 

using an airbrush spray technique. However, this approach yields large distributions of droplet sizes 

which inherently leads to inhomogeneous nanoscale coatings. To solve this problem, in this article 

we investigate ultrasonic spray deposition as a facile alternative to the airbrush spray approach. 

Following detailed structural and electronic characterisation of the deposited layers, we firstly show 

that ultrasonic deposition results in superior TiO2 coatings, which consequently enables higher 

performing devices under optimized conditions that reach 17.4% photoconversion efficiency and, 

more importantly, yield a 9-fold improvement in terms of device reproducibility. Secondly, through 

a comparison of diode and solar cell devices, we develop effective benchmarks that predict the 

effectiveness of the underlying charge transport layer. This enables for the standardisation of the 

electron transport properties within any batch of solar cells, thus providing a readily accessible 

pathway towards enhancing reproducibility of fabricated devices.  

 

This paper has been published on Solar Energy (2019, V188, 697-705,  

10.1016/j.solener.2019.06.045)  

https://doi-org.ezproxy.lib.monash.edu.au/10.1016/j.solener.2019.06.045
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4.1 Introduction 
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4.2 Materials and Experimental Details 

4.2.1 TiO2 Blocking Layer Deposition and Characterizations 

4.2.2 Diode Fabrication and Characterization 

4.2.3 Solar Cell Fabrication and Characterization 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 4.1 (A) Schematic diagram of the ultrasonic spray deposition (B) Digital photographs and relative 

thickness maps derived from spectroscopic ellipsometry of marked areas in the micrographs of TiO2 sprayed 

films on Si substrates by hand nebulizer and ultrasonic spray   
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Figure 4.2 J-V curves of TiO2 layers for FTO/TiO2/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au diodes and specific current values at 

selected voltages of 0.4 and 0.8 V 

Table 4.1 Fitted devices parameters of TiO2/Spiro-OMeTAD diodes using a Shockley model. 

Figure 4.3 Schematic of the PSC architecture and summarized parameters of devices with TiO2 with 

different spray cycles.  
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Figure 4.4 Nyquist plots with extracted recombination resistance of PSCs and schematics of charge 

extraction and recombination in devices with different thickness of TiO2 ETLs.  
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Figure 4.5 J-V curves and steady state output curves of PSCs using 4 TiO2 deposition cycles. 

Figure 4.6 Photographs, spectroscopic ellipsometer thickness maps and AFM characterizations of TiO2 films 

deposited on Si wafers under 10 kPa and 200 kPa shaping pressure.   
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Figure 4.7 Parameters of PSCs using TiO2 made by hand-spray, ultrasonic spray with low shaping gas, 

ultrasonic spray with high shaping gas with and without mesoporous TiO2 layers,    
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Table 4.2 Mean and medium parameters for PSCs using different TiO2 ETLs 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

 

References 
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Supplementary Material 

 
Figure 4S 1 Glancing angle XRD pattern of ultrasonic-sprayed T8 

film on silicon wafer. The incident angle is 0.33o. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4S 2 Thickness maps derived from spectroscopic ellipsometry of TiO2 sprayed on 

silicon with 4 cycles (a) and 8 cycles (b). A linear correlation with respect to the cycle 

number and the thickness was determined (c). 
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Figure 4S 3 Top-view and cross-section SEM images of TiO2 sprayed 

on FTO substrates with 2 (a, b), 4 (c, d), 6 (e, f) and 8 (g, h) cycles, 

respectively. 

 

 
Figure 4S 4 Top-view SEM image with 100k magnification (a) and XRD pattern (b) of 

calcined mesoporous TiO2 films on glass, respectively.
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Chapter 5.  

Enhanced Performance of Perovskite Solar Cells by Micro-

Structuring the Mesoporous TiO2 Layer 

Synopsis 

 

Although highly reproducible PSCs have been achieved by using ultrasonic sprayed ETLs (in 

Chapter 4), efficient optimization of the PSC configuration is still key to further improve the device 

performance. In Chapter 4, we showed that a mesoporous TiO2 layer on top of the compact TiO2 

ETL provides superior PCE (~18%) compared with that of planar devices (~17%). These devices 

harnessed a spin-coated pristine commercial TiO2 paste with a calcination at 500 ℃. However, it has 

been reported that the pristine TiO2 mesoporous layer in perovskite solar cells suffers from electron 

transporting problem due to its mediocre conductivity and crystal defects, e.g. oxygen vacancies. 

Thus, PCEs of mesoporous PSCs are highly dependent on the thickness control, the material 

modification and surface passivation design of the mesoporous layer. In this work, we report an easily 

achievable method to develop high-efficiency PSCs by micro-structuring a mesoporous TiO2 layer 

formed directly from a TiO2 nanoparticle dispersion. The micro-structuring is achieved through the 

controlled crystallization of small molecular additives in the dispersion, which are subsequently 

thermolyzed in the following coating and calcination. This micro-structure enables for a more 

efficient charge extraction and less charge recombination, which is shown to result in devices with a 

higher PCE of ~19% compared to ~18% for the controls. These results highlight the importance of 

morphology modification of the mesoporous scaffold in PSCs to improve their performance. 
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5.1 Introduction and Context 

 

To date, most high-performance PSCs are of a mesoscopic conventional configuration, i.e. 

mesoporous PSCs.1 As we introduced in Chapter 1, the assembly begins with a transparent 

conductive glass cathode (eg. ITO and FTO) followed by a compact ETL, a mesoporous scaffold, a 

sequentially deposited perovskite layer, a compact HTL and then an anode electrode. In this efficient 

architecture, the ETL and HTL selectively block holes and electrons generated in the perovskite 

absorber, respectively, to reduce interfacial recombination at the electrode interfaces. Initially, planar 

PSCs were considered to be efficient in terms of radiative efficiency, charge carrier mobilities and 

photogenerated species lifetimes.2 However, more recently it has been shown that a mesoporous layer 

is beneficial for controlling the crystal orientation and grain size of the perovskite material when 

solution processing techniques are used.3, 4 

In the pursuit of high-performance PSCs, tremendous research efforts have tended to focus on the 

optimization of mesoporous TiO2 layers to improve the charge transport from perovskite to the 

cathode. Composition modifications of mesoporous layers are one of the most widely used 

approaches to improve the film conductivity, and thus to enhance their charge transport properties. 

Additives, such as lithium, aluminum and magnesium,5 have been used to optimize the mesoporous 

layer. Among these, the work of Li-doping in TiO2 mesoporous layer from Graetzel’s group has 

become a typical approach to achieve high performance PSCs.6 These authors reported that the Li-

doped mesoporous TiO2 layer exhibits superior electronic properties by reducing electronic trap states 

and enabling faster electron transport. However, this approach requires a secondary calcining at high 

temperature (500 ℃) after Li modification, which complicates the device fabrication process. 

Moreover, the Li doping is susceptible to degradation under an ambient atmosphere, requiring the 

post-treated mesoporous film to be immediately transferred from a hot plate to a nitrogen atmosphere 

glove box before it cools down to 150 ℃.  

Crystal size and thickness of the mesoporous TiO2 layer has also been reported to having great effects 

on PSC performance. In mesoporous PSCs, thick mesoporous layers result in enhanced 

recombination of the injected electrons in TiO2 conduction band with the hole in the perovskite.7 In 

contrast, thin mesoporous layers lead to differences in efficiency between the forward and reverse 

scans, i.e. hysteresis, due to the imbalanced charge extraction properties.8, 9 Indeed, research on 

efficient materials design and thickness manipulation of mesoporous layers have shown optimized 

benefits towards achieving high-performance device. However, up to now, few works involve the 

morphologic structuring to achieve efficient and facile modification of the mesoporous layer for high 

performance PSCs. 
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In this work, we explore the use of thiourea to structurally modify the mesoporous TiO2 layer with 

random micro-level concaves and partially expose underneath compact TiO2 layer. The micro-

structuring is achieved through the crystallization of the additive in the TiO2 nanoparticle paste 

dispersion, which are subsequently thermolysed following coating. This unique film structure has a 

mesoporous scaffold that helps to reduce the interface recombination without significantly sacrificing 

the electron transport from the perovskite to the ETL. The morphology of the micro-structured layer 

is well controlled by adjusting the concentration of thiourea in TiO2 past dispersion. The PSCs using 

this modified TiO2 mesoporous layer show an average PCE of ~19% compared to ~18% for the 

controls. These results highlight that achieving high-performance PSCs relies not only on the 

nanoscale structure of charge extraction layers, but also on their extended micro-level morphology. 

5.2 Experimental Details 

 

5.2.1 Solar Cell Fabrication 

 

Most of the fabrication process were reported in Chapter 2. After depositing the compact TiO2 layer 

using ultrasonic spray system, the thiourea modified mesoporous layers were fabricated by spin 

coating the homogeneous TiO2 nanoparticle paste with different concentration of thiourea. Then the 

following processes were carried out in a N2 filled glovebox as discussed in Section 2.4. Devices 

were covered by aluminium foil and stored in a dry-box for 2 days before testing. 

5.2.2 Characterization  

 

Characterization of absorption and PL spectra, XRD patterns, SEM images of perovskite films as 

well as J-V curves, impedance and IPCE spectra of devices were described in Chapter 2. 

  

Transient photocurrent (TPC) and transient photovoltage (TPV) decay measurements were performed 

a pulse 465 nm LED with an interval time of 2 µs. The response of current and voltage of devices 

were recorded on an Agilent Technologies Infiniivision DSO-X 3032A digital oscilloscope. In TPC 

measurement, the device was connected to the digital oscilloscope with a 50 Ω termination to achieve 

a short-circuit condition. In TPV measurements, devices were connected to the digital oscilloscope 

with a termination of 1 MΩ to achieve open-circuit condition.  

 

5.3 Results and Discussion   

 

5.3.1 Formation of Morphologically Modified Mesoporous TiO2 Films 

 

The formation mechanism of the micro-structured mesoporous TiO2 film prepared using a modified 

thiourea protocol is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.1. Briefly, 5 to 20 mg of thiourea is dissolved 
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in 1 mL of TiO2 paste (15 wt%) following 5 mins of vertexing the solution to achieve a well dispersed 

milk white solution. The solution is spin coated on top of an FTO coated glass substrate with a 

compact TiO2 ETL on top, which was spray coated as outlined in Chapter 4. During the drying 

process of the mesoporous film, the ethanol evaporates and thiourea crystallizes into microscale 

crystals. Finally, the sample is annealed in air at 500 oC, which intends to eliminate the additives 

(cellulose and terpineol) in TiO2 paste, while also decomposes the thiourea to leave microscale 

vacancies.  

 

Figure 5.1 Schematic of micro-structured the mesoporous TiO2 film with inset SEM 

images recording the morphology transition. 

As is shown in Figure 5.2, the morphology of the micro-structured TiO2 mesoporous layer can be 

manipulated by changing the concentration of thiourea in the TiO2 solution. For simplicity of 

notation, here we defined Tx as the mesoporous layer made by diluted TiO2 paste containing x mg/mL 

thiourea. As shown in Figure 5.2A, the mesoporous layer made with pristine TiO2 films is consists 

of a homogenous film of sintered TiO2 nanoparticles. The addition of 5 mg/mL thiourea, i.e. T5, 

results in a slightly perturbed surface, which appears to be undulating in its topography although the 

mesoporous TiO2 layer still maintains a full coverage of the surface (Figure 5.2B). However, as the 

thiourea is increased to 10 mg/mL, T10, isolated microscale concave features appear on the 

mesoporous film surface (Figure 5.2C). The generated concave features are ~150 nm in depth with 

distinguished convex edge of 50~100 nm in height, which is verified by atomic force microscope in 

Figure 5.3. A larger concentration of 20 mg/mL thiourea (the saturated concentration of thiourea in 

the diluted TiO2 paste solution) leads to even larger concave features that start to overlap with each 

other (Figure 5.2D).  
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Figure 5.2 SEM images of the films made by pristine diluted TiO2 paste (A) and diluted 

TiO2 paste with 5 mg/mL (B), 10 mg/mL (C) and 20 mg/mL (D) thiourea additive. 

  

 

Figure 5.3 AFM image of a concave in T10 film. 

To investigate the composition of the TiO2 mesoporous layers that had been structured using thiourea 

as an additive, we used XPS to characterize T0 and T10 films. The corresponding survey and high-

resolution spectra are shown in Figure 5.4, with the elemental proportions of Ti, O, C, S and N being 

summarized Table 1. Interestingly, from these XPS measurements we observed nearly identical 

compositions for films prepared both with and without thiourea. This indicates that the thiourea must 
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thermolyze during calcination under an ambient environment to release the S and N as volatile bi-

products. To that extent, as illustrated in Equations 5.1, it has been previously shown that thiourea 

decomposes at 180-220 ℃ to generate cyanamide, and thiocyanic acid, both of which possess low-

boiling points, and ammonia and hydrogen sulfide gases.10 Notably, 0.5% sulfur was observed in our 

samples even for T0, which might be ascribed to the absorption of sulfur-containing compounds in 

air on TiO2 nanoparticles.11, 12  

 

Figure 5.4 XPS spectra of T0 and T10 films: (A) Survey, (B) O 1s, 

(C) Ti 2p, (d) N 1s, (e) S 2p and (f) O 2s. 

 

Table 5.1 Concentration of Ti, O, C, S and N of the T0 and T10 films 

Films Ti (%) O (%) C (%) S (%) N (%) 

T0 24.9 54.8 18.9 0.5 0.9 

T10 24.7 54.7 19.0 0.6 1.0 

 

 

Equation 5.1 The primitive reaction paths for the thermal decomposition of thiourea. 
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5.3.2 TEM and XRD Analysis 

 

To understand the structural and morphological characteristics of the particles constituting T0 and 

T10 samples, XRD patterns of the films and TEMs of calcined TiO2 nanoparticles across these samples 

were studied and are included in Figure 5.5, respectively. The particles were prepared by calcining 

the dried product from the individual samples at 500 ℃ under air flow. The results show that both 

samples exhibit almost identical structural characteristics. The XRD spectra exhibit clear signatures 

of scattering contributions from (101), (103), (004) and (200) planes of anatase at 25.3°, 37.2°,37.8° 

and 48.0°, respectively. Noteworthy, in both samples, the peak at 37.2° representing (111) plane of 

rutile impurities can be detected. Scherrer analysis indicates that the average T0 and T10 particle size 

across these samples is 28.5 nm and 25.1 nm, respectively. The TEM measurements also show similar 

morphologies of the particles, with particles of 30~50 nm suggesting limited structural variation. 

From these characterizations we suggest that the inclusion of thiourea does not modify the individual 

particle lattice or morphology, but instead changes the microscopic characteristics of the films 

through the formation of the structural perturbation. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 XRD patterns (A) and TEM images of T0 (B) and T10 (C) TiO2 nanoparticles 

respectively. 

 

 

5.3.3 Structural Properties of Deposited Perovskites 

 

Mixed cation and anion perovskite (Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16PbI2.49Br0.51) were deposited on top of T0 and 

T10 films. These films were each ~ 500 nm in film thickness. Despite this, they exhibited vastly 

different XRD patterns, as seen in Figure 5.6. The intensity characteristic peak at 14.8o, which 

reflects the (101) facet of perovskite, is evidently stronger when the perovskite was grown on the T10 

scaffold. This may result from the high wetting property of T10 substrate, which benefits the 

deposition of perovskite film. A wettable substrate facilitates a completely spread perovskite 

precursor solution and fully covered perovskite layer after annealing, which finally help to eliminate 
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pinholes between the interfaces.13, 14 Noteworthy, it has been reported that non-wetting substrates lead 

to large perovskite crystal size, a pre-wetting is still required for the perovskite deposition.16, 15 The 

structural differences seen through XRD are not evident from the SEM images of the perovskite on 

the T0 and T10 substrates (see Figure 5.7). However, what is observed are mesoscale undulations in 

the topography. Cross-sectional SEM images of devices in latter section will further show that these 

undulations arise from the underlying TiO2 mesoporous scaffold. Evidently, during the annealing of 

the perovskite, the physical contours of the underlying scaffold must template the growth of the 

perovskite grains. 

 

Figure 5.6 XRD pattern of T0 (A) and T10 (B) films. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Top-view SEM images of T0 (A) and T10 (B) films. 

 

5.3.4 Optical Properties of Deposited Perovskites 

 

Absorptions of the perovskite films on the different mesoporous substrates (T0, T5, T10, T20) are 

shown in Figure 5.8A. Despite exhibiting vastly different structural anisotropy and variations in 

surface quality, negligibly differences were observed across these samples. This is consistent with all 

samples exhibiting similar perovskite thicknesses. Furthermore, we used TRPL (Figure 5.8B) and 
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steady-state PL (Figure 5.8C) spectroscopy to study the charge transfer kinetics between the 

perovskite and TiO2 layers. The PL lifetimes were calculated by Equation 3.5 and shown in Table 

5.2. When the perovskite films were deposited on mesoporous TiO2 layers, their PL lifetimes were 

dramatically shortened compared with the film on pristine glass. This inherently confirms efficient 

electron transfer by the mesoporous layers. Notably, the decay lifetimes of perovskite films on both 

mesoporous layers with and without thiourea were quite similar, suggesting comparable electron 

transfer quenching.  A similar observation can be made when comparing the relative steady-state PL 

spectra, although the T0 sample in this case does exhibit a slightly higher PL retention. In practise, 

such subtle changes in PL intensity are within experimental error.   

  

 

Figure 5.8 Absorption (A), TRPL (B) and steady-state PL (C) spectra of 

glass/Tx/perovskite films. The light is introduced from glass side. 

 
 

Table 5.2 Parameters of fitted TRPL spectra. 

Sample A1 τ1(ns) A2 τ2(ns) τavg(ns) 

Perovskite 217 51.3 1021 307 298.3 

T0 1064 5.61 504 65.7 56.51 

T5 1047 5.33 574 66.4 58.62 

T10 1083 4.66 540 67.8 60.12 

T20 998 5.74 682 64.1 57.37 

 

The average lifetime τavg = ∑αiτi, where αi= Aiτi/∑Aiτi 

 

5.3.5 Cross-Sectional SEM Analysis of Perovskite Devices 

 

Cross-section SEM images of devices using T0 (A) and T10 (B) mesoporous TiO2 layer are shown 

in Figure 5.9. It is found that the T0 films exhibits a homogeneously distributed meso-porous layer 

across the FTO electrode, on which a perovskite film is deposited. Meanwhile, the T10 scaffold 

clearly shows the micro-structured meso-porous layer on the FTO. The perovskite layer is found to 

also follow the contour of this meso-porous layer, which results in a perturbed perovskite surface. 
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Evidently, we can conclude from this analysis that the T10 device can be structurally considered as a 

hybrid between a planar and a meso-porous device architecture. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Cross-section SEM images of PSCs using T0 (A) and T10 (B) mesoporous TiO2 

layer. 

 

5.3.6 J-V Characteristics of PSCs with Thiourea Modified Mesoporous TiO2 Layers 

 

To explore the effect of thiourea modification on the device performance, we made devices with 

thiourea modified mesoporous scaffolds and pristine mesoporous scaffolds as counterparts. The 

statistical parameters of Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE are shown in Figure 5.10 and summarized in Table 5.3. 

Compared with devices using pristine TiO2 mesoporous layers (T0), T10 devices showed the biggest 

enhancement. The average Jsc of T10 devices increased from 21.4 mA cm-2 to 22.0 mA cm-2 and the 

average Voc increased from 1.10 V to 1.12 V. Thus, although the average FF slightly decreased from 

76.6% to 76.2%, on average the PCE of T10 devices was improved from 18.1% to 18.7%. Forward 

scan (from -0.1 V to1.2 V) and backward scan (from -0.1 V to1.2 V) J-V curves of T0 and T10 devices 

were achieved by a scan rate of 0.05 V/s, and are included in Figure 5.11 A, respectively. The T0 

device show a PCE of 18.0% with Jsc, Voc and FF of 21.3 mA cm-2, 1.10 V and 76.6%, respectively, 

while the corresponding parameters of T10 device are 18.9%, 22.1 mA cm-2, 1.12 V and 76.2%, 

respectively. Both samples show negligible hysteresis, which indicate that the efficient charge 

transfer between interfaces in devices. The integrated Jsc calculated from the IPCE spectra of T0 and 

T10 devices are 20.6 mA cm-2 and 21.3 mA cm-2, respectively (Figure 5.11 B), which is consistent 

with our measured Jsc values Notably, further additional of the thiourea to reach T20 devices showed 

inferior performance, which is mainly ascribed to a reduction in Voc and FF. 
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Figure 5.10 Statistic parameters of PSCs using TiO2 mesoporous layers modified by different 

concentration of thiourea. 

 

Figure 5.11 J-V curves (A) and IPCE spectra (B) of T0 and T10 PSCs. 

 

 

Table 5.3 Summarized PSC parameters in Figure 5.10. 

Sample Jsc 

(mA cm-2) 

Voc 

(V) 

FF 

(%) 

PCE 

(%) 

T0 21.4±0.2 1.10±0.01 76.4±0.02 18.1±0.2 

T5 21.9±0.2 1.10±0.03 76.4±0.04 18.5±0.2 

T10 22.0±0.2 1.12±0.01 75.5±0.04 18.7±0.2 

T20 21.9±0.2 1.09±0.01 75.5±0.04 18.0±0.2 
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5.3.7 Transient Photocurrent and Photovoltage Measurements of PSCs with Thiourea 

Modified Mesoporous TiO2 

 

To understand the underlying differences that the modification to the TiO2 mesoporous layer has on 

the PSCs, charge-carrier dynamics were investigated for the PSC fabricated on T0 and T10 substrates 

using transient photocurrent (TPC) and transient photovoltage (TPV) at short-circuit and open-circuit 

conditions, respectively (Figure 5.12). For these measurements, the devices were illuminated using 

a 200 µs square pulse of 525 nm LED light at a power of 20 mW cm-2.16, 17 From the TPC results we 

see that the TPC rise and decay times of the T10 device were faster than that of T0 (Figure 5.12A). 

This is suggestive of an imbalance between the electron and hole mobilities and/or the presence of 

traps in these devices, inherently suggests that shallow traps exist in the TiO2 mesoporous layer.18 

The constants tc and tv are defined as the TPC and TPV decay lifetimes, representing the charge 

transport and recombination time, respectively.19 TPC and TPV curves were achieved by measuring 

the current response at Voc and the voltage response at open-circuit condition triggered by a pulse 

perturbation with a width of 2 µs. Typically, a fast decay in TPC and TPV indicates a fast charge 

transport and recombination in devices, respectively. Thus, a perfect PSC should have a fast TPC 

decay and a slow TPV decay.  

 

The TPC of a T10 device is found to have a tc of 2.1 µs, which is more than half that of the T0 device 

at a tc of 4.8 µs. This suggests that the modification of the mesoporous layer facilitates enhanced 

carrier extraction from the perovskite to the charge transport layers. Notably, given that the modified 

ETL caused structural changes to the perovskite and thus, also, modified the ensuing interface with 

Spiro-OMeTAD, we cannot unequivocally discriminate the precise origin from which this variation 

arises. Meanwhile, the TPV of the T10 device exhibits a slower tv of 13.3 µs than that of T0 device 

at 8.5 µs. This indicates that the T10 device exhibits slower charge recombination compared to the 

unmodified T10 analogue. As above, while it may be obvious to account for this different in an 

improved interface at the TiO2/Perovskite, we cannot unequivocally discriminate the precise origin. 

In any case, what can be stated is that the modified mesoporous layer caused more efficient carrier 

extraction and reduced recombination within the PSC compared to the unmodified TiO2.  
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Figure 5.12 Normalized TPC (A) and TPV spectra (B) of T0 and T10 PSCs, respectively at 20 

mW cm-2. 

5.3.8 Impedance Measurements of PSCs with Thiourea Modified Mesoporous TiO2 layers 

 

The different TiO2 films were also investigated by impedance spectroscopy at a 0.8 V bias under 1 

sun illumination. This voltage was selectively chosen as it is close the maximum power point of the 

devices. The equivalent circuit used for fitting the EIS data is shown in Figure 5.13, where Rs is the 

series resistance due to wire and contact resistance, R1 and R2 represent the low and high-frequency 

resistance, respectively,19 Cg is the high-frequency capacitance, interpreted as the geometric 

capacitance of the device related to the dielectric properties of the perovskite, and Cs is the low 

frequency capacitance, which is associated with the surface charge accumulation at perovskite 

interface. The real impedance intercept (i.e. on the x-axis) of the Nyquist plot represents the contact 

series resistance of the PSC being measured.20 As seen in the plots, there is negligible difference 

among the series resistance of all devices , which is consistence with their comparable FFs.   However, 

the recombination resistance is revealed by the magnitude of the Nyquist plot arcs, i.e. sum of two 

arcs,19 which qualitatively shows a favourable increase from T0 to T10 devices and then a subsequent 

reduction for the T20 device. These results are consistent with the trends observed for Voc measured 

for the PSCs. As we have noted from the previous section, interpretation of these results from a 

mechanism perspective is not possible. We consider that the initial increase in recombination 

resistance may arise from an improved interface between the thiourea modified TiO2 scaffold and the 

perovskite layer.  
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Figure 5.13 Nyquist plots of T0-T20 PSCs 0.8 V under 1 sun 

illumination with the equivalent circuit inset. 

 

5.3.9 Planar vs Mesoporous PSCs 

 

To understand the role of the mesoporous TiO2 thickness on the PSC device performance, we 

fabricated devices using pristine TiO2 mesoporous layers with different thicknesses by simply spin 

coating them at 8k revolutions per minute (rpm) and 4k rpm (this being the typical condition in our 

optimised devices). For comparison, a planar PSC was also made. SEM images of these are shown 

in Figure 5.14, with a clear increase in thickness from ~100 nm to ~170 nm respectively. Across 

these, the mesoporous film is uniformly deposited on the compact TiO2 layer. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Cross-section of planar PSC (A), and mesoporous PCSs using mesoporous 

layer deposited by 8k rpm (B) and 4k rpm (C). 

 

The J-V curves of the corresponding devices are shown in Figure 5.15, with their parameters 

summarized in Table 5.4. The typical mesoporous layer (4k rpm, 170 nm) enables the highest 

performance across all device characteristics. Meanwhile, the thin mesoporous layer (8k rpm, ~100 

nm) leads to a poor Voc and an obvious hysteresis. The planar PSC shows the lowest Jsc and Voc with 
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a large hysteresis. This comparison shows that a sufficiently thickness meso-structure TiO2 is 

important to realise low hysteresis and efficient devices.  

 

 

Figure 5.15 J-V curves (A) and Nyquist plots (B) of planar PSC, and 

mesoporous PSCs with TiO2 mesoporous layer spin coated by 8k rpm, 

and 4k rpm.  

 
Table 5.4 Summarized PSC parameters in Figure 15A. 

Sample Jsc 

(mA cm-2) 

Voc 

(V) 

FF 

(%) 

PCE 

(%) 

Rs 

(Ω cm2) 

Rsh 

(Ω cm2) 

Planar (R) 17.13 1.01 51.9 8.98 11.37 1649 

Planar (F) 18.89 0.95 14.2 2.56   

8k rpm(R) 21.38 1.04 75.1 16.61 6.29 3223 

8k rpm(F) 21.51 1.02 62.4 13.68   

4k rpm(R) 21.51 1.1 74.5 17.66 5.44 3675 

4k rpm(F) 21.51 1.1 73.2 17.31   

 

Our micro-structured meso-porous layers have an undulating structure, with uneven TiO2 thicknesses. 

Despite this, optimised T10 devices achieve enhanced efficiencies compared to the optimal meso-

porous layers. Evidently, the undulation of the mesoporous TiO2 layer results in PSCs with higher 

PCE due to the reduced charge recombination and improved carrier extraction at the interface 

between perovskite layer and the mesoporous layer, which cannot be achieved by simply reducing 

the thickness of the mesoporous layer. Thus, it can be concluded that the performance improvement 

of thiourea modified mesoporous layer in PSCs is mainly ascribed to the morphology variation more 

than the thickness variation. This further indicates the importance of morphological modification in 

interface engineering of PSCs.   
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5.4 Conclusion 

 

In summary, in this Chapter we have developed a facile modification approach to micro-structure 

conventionally used mesoporous TiO2 layers using a thermolysable additive in the form of thiourea. 

This additive crystallises within the deposited film and during calcination is removed, leaving 

structural undulations in the mesoporous film. These structural undulations possess some voids and 

areas of reduced mesoporous layer thickness. Deposition of the perovskites on such modified layers 

causes less preferential growth compared to the modified mesoporous layers. These microstructural 

and interfacial changes facilitate PSCs with an enhanced average PCE of 18.7% compared to 18.1% 

for devices using pristine mesoporous TiO2 layers. This PCE enhancement arises from an enhanced 

carrier extraction from the perovskite and an increased recombination resistance. Given the variations 

in the mesoporous layer and the structure of the perovskite on the different mesoporous layers, we 

cannot unambiguously assign these enhancements to the TiO2/perovskite interface. To do so would 

require further work on identifying the specific role of structural anisotropy and its impact on charge 

extraction across both ETL and HTL interfaces. None-the-less, the results of this chapter do show 

that undulating mesoporous layers are not detrimental to the performance of PSCs, and can in fact 

cause enhanced device characteristics when such layers are optimally engineered. This is an important 

finding when considering the prospects of large-scale manufacturing, where achieving uniformity 

may be challenging.   
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Chapter 6.  

Bi-Functional Modification of 2D Perovskite Layers using 

F4TCNQ for Efficient Hybrid Perovskite Solar Cells 

Synopsis 

 

In previous chapters we have shown that structurally and chemically optimised ETLs facilitate PSCs 

with good performance and high reproducibility. However, the traditional architecture on top of the 

perovskite layer in PSCs, still suffers from problems of charge transfer limitations and stability 

between the perovskite and HTLs. In this work, we report a facile method to develop high-efficiency 

PSCs by introducing a molecular additive to modify the 2D-3D perovskite stacking-layered 

architecture. The modified hybrid perovskite layer is formed via in-situ growth of a 2D perovskite 

capping layer with a F4TCNQ additive on top of 3D Cs/MA/FA mixed perovskite film. The devices 

with modified 2D capping layers show improved charge transfer and reduced charge recombination 

characteristics as compared to pristine 2D perovskite device. The 3D/2D PSCs using this modified 

2D perovskite capping layer show the highest steady state PCE of 20.3% compared to 18.2% for the 

pristine 2D counterpart.  In addition to enhancing device performance, the fluorine terminated 

molecular additive helps to retain the PCE of PSCs in the presence of a thicker 2D perovskite capping 

layer. This helps to provide an easy way to improve the stability of PSCs via thickening the 2D 

perovskite capping layers to better protect the 3D perovskite. 

 

The contents presented in this chapter have been modified to a thesis chapter format from a submitted 

manuscript that is currently under review.  
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6.1 Introduction 

 

Metal-halide perovskites have become one of the most promising materials for high-performance 

photovoltaic devices due to their unique optoelectronic properties, such as strong light harvesting 

capability,1 long charge carrier diffusion lengths and mobilities,2 and narrow PL bands with high PL 

quantum yield.3 Owing to these advantages, the PCE of PSCs has improved rapidly from 3.8% to ~ 

25% in less than ten years.4-7 These record efficiencies are now on par with those of silicon-based 

solar cells, and come with major advantages in terms of ease of processing and lower cost, at an 

equivalent manufacturing scale.6, 8 However, the underlying problems of metal-halide perovskites in 

terms of their instability towards moisture and difficulty in controlling crystallisation during solution-

processing hindering the further development of PSC technology.9, 10 

 

Significant research effort has been focused on improving the PSC performance by means of 

configuration design,1, 11, 12 material optimization,13-15 interface engineering16, 17 and encapsulation 

techniques.18 As we discussed in Section 1.4.4, lowering the spatial dimensionality of the perovskite 

from 3D to 2D by using non-volatile and longer chain organic cations has been reported widely as a 

promising strategy to simultaneously reduce interfacial defects and improve stability of PSCs.19, 20 

Incorporation of these types of cations induces the formation of layered structures having the general 

chemical form (RNH3)2An-1BnX3n+1 (n=1,2,3,4…∞),21 where An-1BnX3n+1 is the perovskite sheet, 

RNH3
+

 is a large aliphatic or aromatic alkylammonium spacer cation that isolates the perovskite 

layers, and n is an integer that represents the number of perovskite sheets.22, 23 In general, structures 

having smaller values of n are considered to be 2D or quasi-2D perovskites, with 3D-like perovskite 

structure developing with increasing values of  n. The existence of the larger spacer cations in the 2D 

sheet structures makes them more hydrophobic than their 3D analogues, facilitating an improved 

environmental stability,24 which is conducive to their commercialization.25 However, the PCE of 2D 

PSCs is limited due to their high exciton binding energies and poor charge transport properties.22 In 

response, hybrid 3D/2D perovskite bilayers have emerged as a promising PSC configuration, with 

the 3D perovskite dominating the optical absorption and charge transport characteristics and a very 

thin 2D perovskite capping layer acting to passivate surface defects and protect the 3D perovskite 

from moisture.26, 27 It has been shown that the performance of 3D/2D PSCs is strongly influenced by 

the thickness of the 2D perovskite layer, with PSCs possessing a thicker 2D perovskite capping layer 

showing improved stability but lower PCEs due to the poor charge transporting properties of the 2D 

layer.26, 28  
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Herein, we describe the use of additive-engineering as a means for alleviating the charge-transport 

limitations of the 2D perovskite capping layer in hybrid 3D/2D PSCs. 2,3,5,6-Tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-

tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) is a fluorinated molecular p-type dopant and a strong electron 

acceptor that is used widely for doping conjugated polymers to enhance their electrical conductivity.29 

Moreover, its use as a perovskite surface modifier has been studied, showing that it effectively 

passivates the surface states through supramolecular interactions between the F4TCNQ and the 

surface halide ions.27  In the present work, we investigate the role of F4TCNQ as an additive for 2D 

perovskite capping layer and its influence on charge extraction, recombination and device 

performance within 3D/2D hybrid PSCs. We find that through this approach the PCEs of the resulting 

devices is significantly improved from 18.1% to over 20%. Importantly, the introduction of F4TCNQ 

also rendered the performance of hybrid 3D/2D PSCs less sensitive to the thickness of the 2D 

perovskite capping layer, making this approach a feasible strategy for improving the moisture stability 

of PSCs through use of a thicker 2D perovskite capping layer. 

 

6.2 Experiment and Characterization 

 

6.2.1 Fabrication of PSC Devices 

 

Depositions of dense TiO2 blocking layers, mesoporous layers, perovskite layers, Spiro-OMeTAD 

HTLs and Au electrodes were reported in Chapter 2.  

 

Hybrid 3D/2D-architecture perovskite films were fabricated via in-situ crystallization of 2D 

perovskite on a pre-formed mixed-cation 3D perovskite film comprising caesium, FA and MA.26 A 

5 mg mL-1 solution of BAI in IPA was spin-cast onto a Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16PbI2.49Br0.51 3D perovskite 

film (Figure 6.1). The 3D perovskite film is formulated so as to contain a stoichiometric excess of 

PbI2 of around 5 mole%. The F4TCNQ additive was introduced into the 2D capping solution and 

then spin-cast onto the 3D layer. In this section, we use the notation 2DF# to denote the weight 

percentage of F4TCNQ relative to BAI in the 2D capping solution, e.g. 2DF5 corresponds to an IPA 

solution containing 0.25 mg mL-1 F4TCNQ and 5 mg mL-1 BAI. 
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Figure 6.1 The schematic of 3D/2D/F4TCNQ perovskite deposition. 

 

6.2.2 Characterization 

 

Characterization of absorption and PL spectra, XRD patterns, SEM images of perovskite films as 

well as J-V curves, impedance and IPCE spectra of devices were described in Chapter 2.  

 

Grazing-Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS) Measurement: In this work we 

used GIVAXS to analyse the crystallization of the very thin 2D perovskite layers. This measurement 

was conducted at the SAXS/WAXS beamline of the Australian Synchrotron. 12 keV photons, with a 

grazing incidence angle of 0.2°, were used and recorded on a Pilatus 1 m detector placed ≈24 cm 

from the sample position. 

 

Grazing-Angle Reflectance FTIR (GA-FTIR) Measurement: A Bruker Vertex 80v FTIR with a 

Bruker A562 gold coated integrating sphere was used to characterize the charge states of F4TCNQ 

in 2D perovskite layers. The angle of incidence was 65°. 

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

 

6.3.1 Morphology of 3D/2D Perovskite Layers 

 

The top-view SEM images (Figures 6.2) show the morphologies of 3D, 3D/2D, 3D/2DF5 and 

3D/2DF10 perovskite films, respectively. A clear change in the surface morphology of the 3D 

perovskite film (Figure 6.2A) is observed when the 2D perovskite capping layer is formed (Figure 

6.2B), with the grain boundaries becoming indistinct and the appearance of a secondary surface layer 

emerging. These changes are ascribed to the reconstruction of the perovskite on the surface during 

the formation of the 2D perovskite.26 The addition of 5% w/w F4TCNQ into the BAI solution (i.e. 
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2DF5) results in no further change to this surface morphology (Figure 6.2C), while evidence of both 

aggregation of the additive on the surface as well as pin-holes is seen upon further increase in 

F4TCNQ for 2DF10 (Figures 6.2D and Figure 6.3). 

 

 
 

Figure 6.2 Top-view SEM images of 3D (A), 3D/2D (B), 3D/2DF5 (C) and 3D/2DF10 

(D) perovskite films. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3 Top-view SEM images and F- and C- elements EDX mapping of 3D/2DF5 

(A-C) and 3D/2DF10 (D-F) perovskite films. 

 

6.3.2 Composition of 3D/2D Perovskite Layers 

 

XRD patterns included in Figure 6.4 show that pure 3D perovskite possess the typical polycrystalline 

structure with a slight excess of PbI2 as seen by the (100) scattering peak at 12.7°.30 The formation of 

new scattering peaks at 9.04° and 13.5° is seen for the 3D/2D films, which are characteristic of the 
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(040) and (060) planes of a 2D perovskite (n =2).24 This is accompanied by the disappearance of the 

PbI2 peak. This suggests that the formation of the 2D perovskite capping layer arises from the 

conversion of residual PbI2 at the surface of the 3D perovskite film. The slight reduction in the 

intensity of the scattering peaks associated with the 3D perovskite is consistent with its partial 

conversion in the 2D perovskite formation process. The intensity of the 2D peak at 13.5° appears to 

increase with increasing F4TCNQ content, suggesting that the F4TCNQ-modified 2D perovskite is 

textured preferentially to enhanced scattering from the (060) plane,31, 32 whereas the additive does not 

significantly change the peak positions of the (110) and (220) planes at 14.1o and 28.4o, respectively, 

of the underlying 3D perovskite.33 Thus, it is concluded that the F4TCNQ additive slightly alters the 

lattice structure of the 2D perovskite capping layer but has essentially no effect on the bulk 

crystallinity of the underlying 3D perovskite film. 

 
Figure 6.4 XRD patterns of perovskite films 3D, 3D/2D, 3D/2DF5 and 3D/2DF10 

perovskite films. 

 

The detailed structure variation of 3D, 3D/2D and 3D/2DF films can be deduced from their 2D 

GIWAXS patterns in and the corresponding intensity versus q curves in Figure 6.5. The characteristic 

peaks of 2D perovskite at ~ 0.32 Å-1, 0.65 Å-1 and 1.3 Å-1 appear in all 3D/2D perovskite films 

indicating the formation of 2D perovskite, while the crystal orientation is not changed by F4TCNQ 

additive Figure 6.5A-D.  In addition, it is clear that the 2D perovskite characteristic peaks in Figure 

6.5E are not shifted by F4TCNQ, which demonstrates that the molecule does not intercalate into the 

2D perovskite crystalline domains. However, the full width at half maxima (FWHM) of these peaks 

is broadened with increasing concentration of F4TCNQ added in 2D perovskite layer. This is 
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indicative that the F4TCNQ reduces the 2D perovskite domain size. Using the simplified Scherrer 

equation:34, 35 

𝐃 =
𝟐𝝅𝑲

∆𝒒
                                                                               (6.1) 

 

where D refers to the mean size of the domains, K is a shape factor (typically 0.8−1, here we use 1) 

and Δq is the FWHM, the domain sizes of the 2D, 2DF5 and 2DF10 perovskites can be estimated to 

be 23.3 nm, 18.5 nm and 17.0 nm, respectively. 

 
 

Figure 6.5 2D GIWAXS patterns (A) and intensity vs q curves (B) for 

the diffraction features obtained from GIWAXS of 3D, 3D/2D, 

3D/2DF5 and 3D/2DF10 perovskite films, respectively. 

 

6.3.3 FTIR of 3D/2D Perovskite Layers  

 

The variation domain size of 2D perovskite can be ascribed to the interaction between F4TCNQ and 

perovskite. GA-FTIR spectra of pristine F4TCNQ, 3D/2D and 3D/2DF5 perovskite films (Figure 
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6.6) were characterized to investigate the charge state of F4TCNQ in perovskite. The  cyano-

vibrational stretch mode of pristine F4TCNQ at 2227 cm-1 shifts to 2217 cm-1 and 2195 cm-1 when it 

is in the 2D perovskite film, confirming the interaction (halogen bonding) between F4TCNQ and 

halogen in perovskite.36 This enables F4TCNQ to assemble at the surfaces and boundaries of 2D 

perovskite domains, and likely suppresses their growth and reduce their domain sizes. Notably, 

according to Equation 6.2, the degree of charge transfer (δ) is linearly scale with the frequency shift 

(𝛥𝑣) :37 

δ =
2𝛥𝑣

𝑣0
[1 −

𝑣1
2

𝑣0
2]

−1

                                                                           (6.2)  

where v0 and v1 represent the vibrational frequencies of "free" component and its radical-ion, 

respectively.  

 

Based on the experimental shift observed here, we can estimate that the degree of charge transfer is 

about 1 This is consistent with a partial charge transfer, which is more reminiscent of a covalent bond 

formation. This itself would confirm a more passivating role by the F4-TCNQ.38  

 
 

Figure 6.6 GA-FTIR spectra of F4TCNQ, 3D/2D, 3D/2DF5 perovskite films. The glancing 

angle was used at 65°. 

 

6.3.4 Optical Properties of 3D/2D Perovskite Layers  

 

UV-vis absorption measurements of a pristine 3D perovskite film and 3D/2D perovskite bilayers, 

with and without F4TCNQ additive, are shown in Figure 6.7A. These measurements were made 

using substantially thinner 3D perovskites layers than those typically used in devices (0.2 mol L-1 

precursor solution c.f. 1.2 mol L-1 precursor solution for devices) to amplify the 2D perovskite 

capping layer absorption compared to that on thicker 3D perovskite films. The absorption band 
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centred at ~ 550 nm is consistent with the formation of an n=2 2D perovskite capping layer.39 

Interestingly, this absorption peak shows a slight red shift after the addition of F4TCNQ in the 2D 

perovskite films, which implies a narrowing of the bandgap of the 2D perovskite.31  

 

To further probe the optical properties of these perovskite layers, steady-state PL and TRPL 

measurements were conducted. The PL peak of the 3D perovskite layer is located at ~762 nm, with a 

negligible emission shift being detected for the 3D/2D perovskite layers with and without F4TCNQ 

(Figure 6.7B). This is consistent with their absorption results. TRPL measurements were conducted 

to examine the charge transport and defect passivation effects of the 2D capping layer on the 3D 

perovskite films (Figure 6.7C). To quantify these characteristics, the PL decay curves were fitted 

using the following bi-exponential decay function Euqtion 6.2, with the best-fit parameter values 

summarized in Table 6.1 

𝑌 = 𝐴1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−𝑡

𝜏1
) + 𝐴2 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−𝑡

𝜏2
) + 𝑦0                                                                  (6.3) 

where An and τn are the best-fit amplitudes and PL decay times, respectively. Compared with a pristine 

3D perovskite film, the longer PL lifetime for 3D/2D perovskite bilayer films, with or without 

F4TCNQ modification of the 2D layer, is extended from 2.9 μs to more than 3.2 μs. The introduction 

of the F4TCNQ into the 2D perovskite layer does not significantly alter the lifetime of the longer-

lived PL component of 3D/2D perovskite bilayer films. This indicates that the 2D perovskite capping 

layer, either with or without F4TCNQ modification, reduces non-radiative recombination of the 3D 

perovskite layer. Meanwhile, the proportion of the very short-lived component that decays within 0.3 

μs after excitation increases concomitantly with increasing amount of F4TCNQ. Given that the fast 

decay component in TRPL of perovskites is typically associate with charge extraction,40 we attribute 

the observed trend to an enhanced rate of charge extraction between the 3D perovskite and the 2D 

perovskite capping layers.  

 

 
 

Figure 6.7 UV-vis absorption (A), steady state PL (B) and TRPL spectra (C) of 3D, 3D/2D 

and 3D/2D (with 1%, 5% and 10% F4TCNQ) perovskite films on glass slides. 
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Table 6.1 Best-fit parameter values from analysis of PL decay according to Equation 6.3 for 3D, 

3D/2D and 3D/2DF# perovskite films on glass slides. 

 

Sample A1 τ1(ns) A2 τ2(ns) τavg(ns) * 
3D 23.5 0.43 76.5 2.94 2.83 

3D/2D 45.4 0.23 54.6 3.44 3.27 
3D/2DF1 53.2 0.22 46.8 3.24 3.02 
3D/2DF5 65.9 0.13 34.1 3.38 3.15 
3D/2DF10 71.5 0.13 28.5 3.27 2.98 

 

*The average lifetime τ ave = ∑ 𝛼𝑖 ∗ 𝜏𝑖2 / ∑ 𝛼𝑖 ∗ 𝜏𝑖 

 

6.3.5 Device Performance  

 

Having shown that the use of F4TCNQ as an additive within 2D capping layers on 3D perovskites 

results in changes to the structural, optical and interfacial properties of the system, we investigated 

the impacts of these changes on PSCs. As shown in Figure 6.8A, the solar cell architecture 

investigated here consisted of fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)/TiO2/m-TiO2/3D perovskite (with or 

without 2D perovskite capping layer)/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au configuration. The corresponding energy 

levels of the individual materials are included in Figure 6.8B,41 with  the perovskite levels having 

been determined from their measured ionization energies (IE) using photoelectron spectroscopy in 

air, see Figure 6.9, and their optical bandgap.41, 42 Under the assumption that the measured IE 

approximates the absolute value of the VBM in perovskites, IE = -VBM.42 These measurements show 

that the VBM of the 3D Cs0.05FA0.79MA0.16PbI2.49Br0.51   perovskite layer decreases from -5.55 eV to 

-5.45 eV after being capped by a 2D perovskite layer, while the VBM for all F4TCNQ modified 

samples is within the error of the instrument (±0.05 eV). 

 

 

Figure 6.8 Schematics of device architecture (A) and corresponding energy alignment 

(B) of devices with 2DF layers. 
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Figure 6.9 PESA spectra of perovskite films with 3D, 3D/2D and 

3D/2DF perovskite films on FTO glass with TiO2 compact and 

mesoporous layers. 

 

Figure 6.10 shows the J-V characteristics and steady-state PCEs of the PSC devices, respectively. 

The 3D PSC shows Jsc = 21.3 mA cm-2, Voc = 1.10 V, FF = 74.4% and PCE= 17.5% under a reverse-

bias scan from 1.2 V to -0.1 V, with the corresponding steady-state PCE stabilising at 17.4% within 

300 s. Coating of a pristine 2D perovskite layer on top of the 3D perovskite film improves the PCE 

to 18.2%, which is attributed to the enhancement in Voc (1.11 V) and FF (76.6%). The improvement 

of the Voc and FF is attributed to the larger Fermi-level splitting resulting from the reduced non-

radiative recombination loss at the interface between the perovskite layer and charge extraction 

layers.37 This trend is further supported by the larger dark-current onset voltage for devices with 

perovskites comprising the 2D layer. Notably, there is no significant improvement in the Rs of the 

PSCs with 3D/2D layers, but an increase in the Rsh value from 612 Ω cm2 to 869 Ω cm2 is observed. 

This is consistent with previous reports, which indicate that Jsc does not show obvious improvement 

in the presence of 2D perovskite layers because their poor conductivity hinders the transport of 

carriers and reduces the charge collection effectiveness of HTLs.24, 37 
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Figure 6.10 Light and dark J-V curves (A) and steady-state PCE characterization (B) of 

PSCs with 3D, 3D/2D and 3D/2DF (1%, 5% and 10%) perovskite films. 

The drawback of pure 2D capping layers is efficiently resolved by the addition of F4TCNQ 

molecules. For the optimal 5% w/w F4TCNQ sample (3D/2DF5), the Rs reduces significantly from 

5.01 Ω cm2 to 3.70 Ω cm2, and the Rsh further increases to 2,937 Ω cm2. As a result, the Jsc, Voc and 

PCE of the PSC are dramatically improved to 22.8 mA cm-2, 1.16 V and 20.1%, respectively. Forward 

and reverse scan J-V curves of these optimised devices, which exhibit negligible hysteresis, as well 

as IPCE results of 3D/2D and 3D/2DF5 PSCs are shown in Figure 6.11. Notably, the devices 

comprising 3D/2DF10 hybrid perovskite films exhibit slightly lower PCEs compared with 3D/2DF5 

PSC. This is attributed to the accumulation of F4TCNQ additives on the perovskite film surface 

and/or structural variations of the 2D capping layer at the higher F4TCNQ concentrations, as 

discussed earlier. The distribution of device parameters is shown in Figure 6.12 and also summarized 

in Table 6.2. The average Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE of 3D/2DF5 devices are 22.3 mA cm-2, 1.15 V, 75.5% 

and 19.4%, respectively, with good reproducibility. These parameters are significantly better than 

those of 3D/2D PSCs without F4TCNQ additives at 20.8 mA cm-2, 1.11 V, 75.1% and 17.3%, 

respectively.   
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Figure 6.11 Reverse and forward scan of J-V curves (A) and IPCE spectra (B) of PSCs 

with 3D/2D and 3D/2DF5 hybrid perovskite films.  

 

 
 

Figure 6.12 Summarized parameters in box chart of 20 samples for devices with 3D, 

3D/2D and 3D/2DF (1%, 5% and 10%) perovskite films. 
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Table 6.2 Summarized parameters of PSCs corresponding to Figure 6.12. Rsh and Rs are obtained from the 

slopes of J-V curves at zero and over open circuit potential. 

 

Devices 
Jsc  

(mA cm-2) 

Voc  

(V) 

FF  

(%) 

PCE 

(%) 

Rs 

 (Ω cm2) 

Rsh  

(Ω cm2) 

3D 21.3 a 

(20.8±0.81) b 

1.10 

(1.06±0.04) 

74.4 

(75.0±3.1) 

17.5 

(16.5±1.0) 

6.68 612 

3D/2D 
20.9 

(20.8±0.8) 

1.11 

(1.11±0.03) 

76.6 

(75.1±2.7) 

18.2 

(17.3±1.1) 
5.01 869 

3D/2DF1 21.3 

(21.4±0.6) 

1.15 

(1.11±0.05) 

76.1 

(74.1±2.5) 

18.8 

(17.7±1.1) 

3.72 2160 

3D/2DF5 22.8 

(22.3±0.5) 

1.16 

(1.15±0.02) 

76.0 

(75.5±1.8) 

20.1 

(19.4±0.7) 

3.70 2937 

3D/2DF10 21.8 

(21.3±0.7) 

1.15 

(1.14±0.02) 

76.6 

(76.0±3.3) 

19.3 

(18.4±1.1) 

4.11 1486 

 

a Parameters of the best device in each architecture.  

b Mean values with standard deviation are calculated from 20 independent devices. 

 

6.3.6 Investigation of the Charge Transport Dynamics 

 

To better understand the underlying differences that the 2D perovskite and F4TCNQ have on the PSC 

characteristics, charge-carrier dynamics were investigated using the TPC technique. For these 

measurements, the devices were illuminated using a 200 µs square pulse of 525 nm LED light. By 

conducting TPC measurements at different light intensities, the turn-on and turn-off dynamics43 and 

charge trapping and de-trapping characteristics44 inside the device could be probed. Figure 6.13 

shows the normalized TPC responses of the PCS devices at short circuit condition, with the raw TPC 

responses of these devices being included in Figure 6.14. The results show that the PSCs with 3D 

and 3D/2D architectures possess a rapid photocurrent component and a much slower secondary 

process that exhibits a rise time in the 100’s μs range. The introduction of the F4TCNQ additive into 

the 2D capping layer causes a dramatic enhancement of these slower rise-time dynamics to < 20 μs 

at 20 mW cm-2. This clearly indicates enhanced extraction dynamics for these devices. 
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Figure 6.13 Normalized photocurrent decay curves of PSCs with 3D (A), 3D/2D (B) and 

3D/2DF5 (C) perovskite films, respectively and the semi-log TPC decay profiles of PSCs 

at 5.7 mW cm-2 (D). 

 

The existence of the slower rise time process in TPC measurements is suggestive of an imbalance 

between the electron and hole mobilities and/or the presence of traps in these devices.45 Since we 

have shown that the 3D structure is unaffected by the inclusion of F4TCNQ in the 2D perovskite 

layer and that long-lived charge carriers exist in our devices, we can infer that the origin of these 

differences arises due to extraction differences at the interface between the 3D perovskite layer and 

the charge extraction layers (i.e. 2DF5/Spiro-OMeTAD) rather than the bulk of the device. It is worth 

noting that the TPC risetime of the 3D/2DF0 device is slower compared to the 3D or 3D/2DF5 

devices. This is direct evidence of retarded charge extraction due to the insulating nature of the 

pristine 2D layer.46 We also observe a small change in the risetime in the F4TCNQ 2D layer devices 

as a function of LED intensity (Figure 6.14), with the risetime becoming slower with a decrease in 

the incident light intensity. This suggests that shallow traps in these devices do exist, but are 

progressively filled under increasing light, albeit at low intensities.  

 

The turn-off dynamics of the TPC curves consist of an initial fast decay component, which originates 

from the collection of free charge carriers, and a long-lived photocurrent tail corresponding to the 

collection of slower mobile carriers (see Figure 6.14D-F). It is clear that the fast decay is accelerated 
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by introducing the 2D perovskite capping layer. Moreover, the magnitude of the initial decay 

component further increases upon adding F4TCNQ. This indicates that the modified 2D perovskite 

capping layer improves hole extraction from the perovskite, likely due to a better passivated interface 

between the 3D and 2D perovskites. Notably, the pristine 2D perovskite capping layer exhibits an 

enhanced proportion of the long carriers (beyond ~ 250 µs) compared to both the 3D and modified 

2D interfaces. This can be ascribed to charge accumulation at 3D/2D interface, again, due to the low 

intrinsic conductivity of the 2D layer.  

 

 

Figure 6.14 Raw TPC curves of PSCs with 3D (A), 3D/2D (B) and 3D/2DF5 (C) 

perovskite films collected at short-circuit condition under different light intensities. The 

lower row highlights the turn-on dynamics of the normalized TPC curves. 

 

The recombination and charge-transfer dynamics were further investigated by using impedance 

spectroscopy measurements under 1-sun illumination at various applied voltages (Figure 6.15).47 

These measurements yield the total recombination resistance in the device, which is related directly 

to the recombination at the interface of the perovskite and the charge extraction process.48 The 

analysis is based on fits to the equivalent circuit shown in the Figure 6.15D inset, where Rs is the 

series resistance due to wire and contact resistance, R1 and R2 represent the low and high-frequency 

resistance, respectively, Cg is the high-frequency capacitance, interpreted as the geometric 

capacitance of the device related to the dielectric properties of the perovskite, and Cs is the low 

frequency capacitance, which is associated with the surface charge accumulation at perovskite 

interface.49 The recombination resistance (Rrec) of the PCSs devices was determined as a sum of R1 

and R2. Near short-circuit conditions (≤ 0.4 V), the Rrec scarcely changes (see Figure 6.15D) with an 

increasing in the applied voltage, suggesting free carrier recombination is less pronounced in this 
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voltage regime. Although the values of Rrec are similar near short-circuit condition across the different 

devices, the devices with pristine and modified 2D layers do exhibit a slightly higher Rrec value 

compared to pristine 3D perovskite. This suggests that 3D devices have a slightly higher degree of 

bimolecular recombination near short-circuit condition. This observation also confirms that the 

shallow traps in the pristine and modified 2D devices observed from the TPC measurements do not 

have a significant contribution to the free carrier losses.50 The observed results are also consistent 

with the PSC device characteristics, where the introduction of the 2D perovskite capping layer 

improves the  Jsc and FF values. Meanwhile, for voltages greater than 0.8 V (i.e. beyond the device 

maximum power-point), the Rrec value decreases exponentially with increased applied voltage, 

indicating a dominant non-radiative (bimolecular) recombination process is occurring in this voltage 

regime.47,48 Moreover, the 2DF5 PSC showed larger recombination resistance values as compared to 

PSCs with either pristine 3D or 3D/2D perovskites. This is indicative that the interfacial 

recombination process is suppressed by the F4TCNQ additive.  

 

 
Figure 6.15 Nyquist plot measured at different applied voltages corresponding to the PSCs 

with 3D (A), 3D/2D (B) and 3D/2DF5 (C) perovskite films, respectively, and calculated 

recombination resistances, Rrec, (D) based on fits to the equivalent circuit shown in the inset. 

 

Based on the above observations, we schematically depict the proposed charge collection mechanisms 

across the different PCSs used in this study in Figure 6.16. For the neat 3D perovskites (Figure 

6.16A), trap states are more likely to be generated on the surface, which leads to recombination of 
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charges at this interface (Figure 6.16B).51 Application of a thin 2D perovskite capping layer grown 

in situ (Figure 6.16C) passivates the 3D perovskite surface to effectively eliminate surface trap states. 

This results in efficient charge separation and suppression of non-radiative recombination channels.26 

As a result, devices fabricated using 3D/2D PSCs exhibit an enhanced Voc compared to neat 3D 

perovskites. However, their Jsc and FF parameters do not increase, which likely arises from the poor 

charge-transport properties of the 2D perovskite capping layer restricting charge extraction (Figure 

6.16D). Meanwhile, when F4TCNQ additive is introduced into the 2D perovskite layer, it can interact 

with halide ions within the 2D perovskite sheets and at the 3D/2D surface (Figure 6.16E).  It has 

been suggested that this interaction results in an interfacial dipole layer at the 3D perovskite/F4TCNQ 

interface, which leads to a favourable enhancement of the electric field at the perovskite/HTL 

interface.52 Furthermore, the 2D perovskite and F4TCNQ serve as an electron donor and electron 

acceptor pair, respectively, thus these can form an effective heterojunction which facilitates an 

enhanced charge-carrier extraction through the 2D layer (Figure 6.16F). We ascribe the above-

mentioned phenomena collectively to the overall improvements in the performance of the PSC 

devices in the presence of F4TCNQ. 

 

 

Figure 6.16 Schematic architectures of perovskite films and mechanisms of corresponding 

PSCs with 3D (A, B), 3D/2D (C, D) and 3D/2DF (E, F) perovskite films, respectively. 
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6.3.7 Stability Testing of Devices 

 

In addition to maximising efficiency, a key to the future prospects of PSCs is overcoming their 

operational instability. To this end, here we have measured the stability of the 3D, 3D/2D and 

3D/2DF5 PSCs of unsealed devices for 30 days at room temperature and high humidity (~ 60% RH) 

conditions (Figure 6.17). Moreover, in the inset photographs in Figure 6.17D we also show the 

changes in the bare perovskite films exposed to these same testing conditions. It is found that high 

humidity leads to fast degradation of perovskite, with the PSC of the 3D device degrading to 47% of 

its original PCE during the testing period. This degradation is mainly reflected in a reduced Jsc and 

FF. The photographs of the 3D perovskite film exhibit changes from a brown to yellow colour, which 

reflects a decomposition from perovskite to PbI2, respectively.26 In comparison, the 2D perovskite 

layer dramatically improves the PSC stability to 80% of the original PCE after the 30 days, with the 

F4TCNQ modified 2D layer further improving this stability factor to 85%. Photographs of the 2D-

modified perovskite films show that, while becoming slightly opaquer, their dark brown colour 

remains intact after the testing period. This is clear evidence that these films are more resistant to 

moisture than 3D perovskites alone. XRD of the various perovskite films after testing verify these 

visual trends (see Figure 6.18), with the 3D perovskite exhibiting approximately 3 times the amount 

of PbI2 than the 3D/2DF5 perovskite sample. 

 

 

Figure 6.17 (A) Detailed Jsc, FF and Voc of PSCs with 3D, 3D/2D and 3D/2DF5 perovskite 

films. (B) Stabilities test of unencapsulated devices with 3D, 3D/2D and 3D/2DF5 perovskite 

films under ambient environment with ~60% humidity for 30 days. The photo images inset 

exhibit corresponding initial (3D, 2D, 2DF5) and final perovskite (3D’, 2D’, 2DF5’) films. 
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Figure 6.18 XRD patterns of 3D, 3D/2D, 3D/2DF5 perovskite films after being exposed under 

ambient environment with 60% humidity for 30 days. The ratios in (B) show the intensity ratio 

of the PbI2 peak and the perovskite peak. 

The origins of this moisture-resistance have been probed through contact angle measurements 

between water droplets and the perovskite films (see Figure 19). Compared with the neat 3D 

perovskite, the pristine 2D perovskite capping layer increases its contact angle from 42.5° to 51.8°, 

likely owing to the hydrophobic properties of the BA+ cation forming the 2D structure.26 Addition of 

the fluorine-terminated F4TCNQ further increases the contact angle to 56.6°. Evidently, the improved 

hydrophobicity suppresses the decomposition of the perovskite to PbI2 under the high humidity 

environment.10   

 

 
Figure 6.19 Contact angle characterization of corresponding perovskite films. 

 

Given that the poor charge extraction in 3D/2D perovskite layer is improved upon addition of the 

F4TCNQ additive, it seems reasonable to expect that the performance of the PCE can be retained 

even when using a thicker 2D layer. To test this postulation, thicker 2D perovskite capping layers 

were produced by increasing the concentration of BAI in the 2D precursor solution. As the 2D 

perovskite capping layer is difficult to distinguish from the underlying bulk perovskite absorber layer 

in cross-sectional SEM, the very thin 2D perovskite layers made by 5mg mL-1 BAI solution could not 

be detected accurately using this approach (Figure 6.20A, B). However, we can estimate the 
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thicknesses of both 2D and 2DF5 perovskite capping layers using 10 mg mL-1 BAI solution at ~28 

nm (see Figure 6.20 C, D). This value is similar to the thickness of the 2D perovskite layer (~30 nm) 

deposited using 8mg mL-1 phenethylammonium iodide in isopropanol as a cation precusor.26 

 
 

Figure 6.20 Cross-section SEM images of 3D/2D and 3D/2DF5 perovskite films using 5 

mg mL-1 (A, B) and 10 mg mL-1 (C, D) BAI/IPA precursor solution, respectively. 

To further verify that the thickness of the 2D perovskite is increased with higher BAI concentration, 

XRD was used to measure the relative 2D and 3D scattering contributions (Figure 6.21). These 

measurements show that the characteristic peaks representing (040) and (060) of the 2D perovskite 

using 10mg mL-2 BAI solution, either with or without F4TCNQ, are dramatically enhanced compared 

with films prepared using 5mg mL-1 BAI solution (see Figure 6.4A). This confirms a higher 

conversion of 3D perovskite to 2D perovskite when the concentration of BAI is increased from 5 mg 

mL-1 to 10 mg mL-1.  

 

Figure 6.21 XRD patterns of 3D/2D and 3D/2DF5 made by 10 mg mL-1 BAI solution. 
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6.3.8 Impact of 2D Perovskite Thickness 

 

The PSC device fabricated using the 3D/2D perovskite structure based on 10 mg mL-1 BAI solution 

show a comparatively low Jsc (20.3 mA cm-2), FF (71.7%) and PCE (16.4%) relative to those prepared 

using the 5 mg mL-1 solution. Meanwhile, the PSC fabricated with an added 5% F4TCNQ in this 

thick 2D perovskite capping layer configuration, displays a comparatively higher Jsc (21.4 mA cm-2), 

FF (73.1%) and PCE (18.2%) (Figure 6.22). This is consistent with the poor charge transport 

properties of 2D perovskites hindering charge extraction for the unmodified 3D/2D sample,28 and 

further evidence of the improved electrical properties of the additive modified 2D perovskite. In 

addition, the PSCs with the thicker 2D perovskite layer further result in better stability than those 

made by 5 mg mL-1 BAI solution. As shown in Figure 6.17, the 5% F4TCNQ modified device retains 

almost 90% of its PCE after 30 days of exposure to ~60% humidity. Thus, this facile strategy of 

F4TCNQ addition to the 2D perovskite layer paves an efficient way to simultaneously improve the 

stability and performance of PSCs. 

 
Figure 6.22 Reverse scanned J-V curves of fresh and 30 days later of PSCs with 3D/2D 

and 3D/2DF5 made by 10 mg mL-1 BAI solution, respectively. The PSCs were stored in 

ambient air with ~60% humidity. 

 

6.4 Conclusions 

In this study we have developed a unique and facile interfacial engineering approach that has enabled 

the performance and stability of 3D/2D perovskite solar cells to be improved. The hydrophobic 

molecular additive F4TCNQ was used to modify the 2D perovskite capping layer without altering the 

3D perovskite crystal properties. The strong electron-acceptor characteristic of F4TCNQ enables it 

to form supramolecular interaction with halide ions in the perovskite, which helps reduce the degree 

of interfacial non-radiative recombination and improve charge extraction characteristics from the bulk 
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perovskite to the 2D perovskite layer. These enhancements result in PSCs with 2D perovskite capping 

layers modified with F4TCNQ exhibiting device efficiencies of >20%, which represents a relative 

increase compared to neat 3D and 3D/2D perovskite structures by 24% and 13%, respectively. In 

addition to the improvement in the charge transport properties, the long-term stability of PSCs with 

F4TCNQ was also dramatically enhanced. Importantly, the improved charge transporting properties 

enabled by the F4TCNQ additive made the PSC efficiency less sensitive to the thickness of the 2D 

perovskite capping layer. Thus, implementing a thicker 2D capping layer helped to provide a facile 

but effective strategy to further improve the stability of PSCs without significantly compromising on 

device efficiency. It is envisaged that the universal nature of this facile 2D layer modification lends 

itself to be adopted in other perovskite-based optoelectronics, where achieving high efficiency and 

maximising stability are also paramount.  A key aspect of the current work is that the devices 

developed harness doped Spiro-OMeTAD as a hole-transport layer. Given that F4TCNQ is a known 

p-dopant, the assessment of undoped polymers as hole-transport layer provides an interesting future 

work direction that may both accentuate the role of interfacial doping, but also further improve on 

the stability of the fabricated devices.   
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Outlook 

 

7.1 Conclusions 
 

Metal halide perovskites have rapidly emerged as an exciting and promising photovoltaic material. 

While their progress in terms of efficiency has been unprecedented, with efficiencies now reaching 

over 25%, many of the fundamental aspects underlying these efficiency gains remain unelucidated. 

Critical to the operation of such devices are the charge transporting layers and the extraction of 

charges from the absorber material. This thesis is focussed on understanding the interplay between 

structure and property of charge transporting materials and interfaces towards achieving PSCs with 

high PCE, stability and scalability.  

 

NiO is the most widely adopted inorganic hole transporting material owing to its high bandgap and 

appropriate energy level structure. Normally, NiO HTLs in inverted PSCs are fabricated via sol-gel, 

particle ink, sputter and spray deposition, which form uniform planar NiO films. However, their poor 

interfacial properties with perovskites results in low device fill factors and hinders their use in high 

performance PSCs. To resolve the poor contact issue between the NiO HTL and the perovskite layer, 

in Chapter 3 we designed a mesoporous NiO scaffold that completely covered the FTO electrode 

was grown by a facile chemical bath deposition process. Compared with normal planar NiO HTLs, 

this mesoporous NiO HTL dramatically improved the light harvesting and charge transporting 

efficiencies of PSCs to increase their fill factors up to record values of 85% and PCEs up to 16.7%.   

Although high fill factors were achieved in inverted PSCs using the chemical bath processed NiO in 

the above study, the PCEs of the devices were still inferior compared with conventional PSCs. In 

addition, following rapid developments in methodology (e.g. slot die, R2R and spray) and materials 

(e.g. 2D perovskite and hydrophobic molecule modification) for conventional PSCs, the conventional 

configuration was considered to be more promising for practical application and future scaling.  

 

Towards these goals, we established an ultrasonic spray system for programmable spray of uniform 

TiO2 ETLs. TiO2 is the most commonly used ETM in conventional PSCs and has been conventionally 

deposited via spin-coating and/or airbrush spray. However, the spin-coating is not an appropriate 

approach for scalable fabrication of large devices. Meanwhile, airbrush spray is a low-cost approach 

but yields large distributions of droplets size, and thus leads to inhomogeneous film formation. In 

Chapter 4, we reported an alternative deposition method, namely ultrasonic spray, to fabricate TiO2 
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films as ETLs in conventional PSCs. This deposition approach was shown to result in superior TiO2 

coatings, which consequently enabled higher performing devices under optimized conditions that 

could reach 17.4% photoconversion efficiency and, more importantly, yield a 9-fold improvement in 

terms of device reproducibility. In addition, through a comparison of diode and solar cell devices, we 

developed effective benchmarks that predicted the effectiveness of the underlying charge transport 

layer.  

 

After the optimization of sprayed TiO2 ETLs, we found that a mesoporous layer could further improve 

the reproducibility and device PCE. The mesoporous layer was made by spin-coating pristine 

commercial TiO2 paste with a calcination at a high temperature. However, TiO2 mesoporous layer in 

perovskite solar cells suffer from electron transporting problem due to their mediocre conductivity 

and the crystal defects. In Chapter 5, we introduced a facile method to morphological modify the 

mesoporous layer from a TiO2 nanoparticle dispersion. The micro-structuring was achieved through 

the controlled crystallization of thiourea during deposition, which was subsequently thermolyzed 

during calcination. This micro-structured mesoporous layer facilitated charge extraction and less 

charge recombination between the perovskite and the mesoporous TiO2 layer. Thus, device PCEs 

were improved by 5% compared to the control, achieving more than 19%.  

 

Through progressive optimisation of the underlying CTLs, it was evident that the morphology of the 

CTLs plays a significant role in device operation and stability. Having optimised this for a number of 

different CTLs, we turned our attention to the architecture on top of the perovskite in Chapter 6, 

which involves the interface between the perovskite layer and the HTL. Normally, perovskites are 

sensitive to moisture due to the hygroscopic property of its small amino cations. Lowering the spatial 

dimensionality of the perovskite from 3D to 2D by using non-volatile and longer chain organic cations 

has been reported widely as a promising strategy to simultaneously reduce interfacial defects and 

improve stability of PSCs. However, the high exciton binding energies and poor charge transport 

properties of the 2D perovskite has limited their device PCE to date. In our research, we showed that 

a 3D/2D bilayer structured device could be used to improve the device performance compared to near 

3D devices, although large charge recombination and poor charge extraction between the HTL and 

the perovskite layer hindered further efficiency gains. To overcome this, we introduced F4TCNQ as 

a modifier to effectively passivate surface states of the 3D/2D perovskite layer through 

supramolecular interactions between the F4TCNQ and the surface halide ions in the perovskite. This 

approach improved the PCEs of the resulting devices from 18.1% (3D/2D PSCs) to over 20% 

(3D/2DF5 PSCs). In addition, the additive made the performance of hybrid 3D/2D PSCs less sensitive 
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to the thickness of the 2D perovskite capping layer, making this approach a feasible strategy for 

improving the moisture stability of PSCs through the use of a thicker 2D perovskite capping layer.  

 

7.2 Outlook 

 

We have achieved conventional PSCs with PCEs exceeding 20% and stabilities of >1 month under 

65% humidity to 85% PCE through the judicious design and optimization of the PSC architecture 

from the viewpoints of materials, fabrication process, interface engineering and charge dynamics. 

However, although possessing low-cost and easy fabrication processing, the overall performance of 

PSCs is still inferior compared with Si solar cells. Moreover, to realize the practical application of 

such devices, it will be also important to address scalability, durability and sustainability challenges 

in the future. 

 

Scalability: While the ultrasonic spray system for scalable fabrication of TiO2 ETLs underneath of 

perovskite layers is a suitable methodology, other layers, including the perovskite, the top charge 

transporting layer and electrode, are unlikely to be deposited using this approach. Owing to the need 

for such layers to be deposited with precise control of thickness and composition, roll-to-roll 

approaches, such as gravure or slot-die coating, can be considered as suitable methods for ensuring 

high throughput and low capex manufacturing. Given the chemical and structural instability of metal 

halide perovskites, achieving control of solution and interface chemistry will be paramount towards 

developing such methods successfully. However, while the notion of low-cost printing of PSCs has 

an allure, it is still difficult to state whether solution processing will ultimately be used for all the 

layers or any layers in the future for such devices. Fully evaporated devices have been demonstrated,1 

and while efforts in such areas are small compared to solution approaches, further work is required 

to compare fully printed PSCs to those made by vacuum approaches in terms of efficiency and 

scalability. 

 

Durability: Stability is among the biggest problems for future use of PSCs. The potential solutions 

to this issue can be considered from two aspects: device material selection and encapsulation 

technology. Within the device architecture, stable charge transporting materials and electrodes should 

be used to protect the perovskite layer from moisture. As an example, Spiro-OMeTAD is not a 

suitable candidate in going forward as an HTL as far as stability is concerned. In this thesis we have 

largely focussed on charge transport layer development for the bottom electrode on glass, which can 

be exposed to appreciable temperatures for processing. Developing alternative, low-cost and durable 

charge transport layers that can be deposited at low temperature remains an on-going challenge, 
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particularly those that are doped sufficiently to be used within practical printing thickness ranges of 

100’s nm. In addition, the electrodes themselves are equally important to achieve durability, although 

they have been less considered. Perfect barrier properties for metals are achieved at micron scale 

thicknesses, while the commonly used thin metal layers used as top electrodes are of the order of 100 

nm. Developing tailored electrode structures that can reduce oxygen and water ingress presents an 

opportunity for further progress. Beyond direct protection routes, developing more stable perovskite 

compositions will also be important in going forward. This may be achieved through simple mixtures 

with appropriate stabilizing polymers, such as PEO,2 or through structurally engineered layers, such 

as for polystyrene,3 PbS quantum dots,4 and benzenethiol modification layer5 Each of these strategies 

will need to be developed in conjunction with encapsulation of the completed PSCs. Up to now, glass-

on-glass encapsulation that typically uses a UV or thermally curable polymer have been the most 

predominantly used. However, further exploring more durable, lower cost and/or lower ingress 

solutions needs to happen to ensure PSC can ultimately scale. 

 

Sustainability: The sustainability of perovskites is widely debated in terms of environmental issues 

owing to the toxicity of the lead and tin salts and hazardous solvents used during the fabrication 

process. At a high level, to mitigate the risks around toxicity, robust encapsulation technology and 

recycling procedures are required to prevent leaching of Pb2+ into the environment. However, a more 

sustainable long-term solution needs to be in avoiding the use of toxic metals within the composition 

all together. There are many alternative systems currently being explored, including AgBiS2
6 and 

low-toxicity lead-free perovskite solar cells.7 Unfortunately, none of these have emerged with 

remotely comparable performance characteristics to that of the lead halide perovskites. Greater efforts 

in computational materials discovery coupled to combinatorial materials exploration systems will 

likely be needed if new photovoltaic candidates are to be discovered in a timely way. 

  

7.3 Final Remark 
 

In only 10 years the PCEs of PSCs in the lab have almost matched those of Si solar cells. This 

remarkable progress is a sign of the enormous potential of this emerging technology. Yes, major 

efforts are needed to overcome factors like stability, durability and sustainability, but through 

continual and steady progress, even at a partial rate to what has been occurring to date, it is more than 

likely that the perovskite solar cells will be commercialised and play an important role in providing 

affordable and clean electricity for our planet. 
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